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Take a good look in the Mirror and find yourself

Town Pursues Landlords
New Town OrdinanceProposedio
holdlandlords responsible

Debra De Shong
News Editor

and since there is not enough housing on campus, where are students
supposed to go," said another frusA Committee of town trated beach resident.
officials and residents are proposFirst Selectman Jacky
ing a new town ordinance that Durrell said, "The landlords have
would fine landlords when their to assume some of the responsibil
tenants are cited for loud parties or ity for the young people in their
disorderly conduct or other viola- houses. This will cut down on the
tions. The Committee includes First noise and make sure parties break
Selectman Jacky Durrell and Zon- up at a regular time."
ing Commissioner Steve Lang.
According to some year
Essentially, the ordinance would round beach residents, this is and
call for landlords to put up a bond effort to finally put an end to the
to secure a rental certificate and problems between student beach
when citations reach a certain residents and the town. Vincent
number the town would subtract Biondi, head of the Fairfield Beach
from the bond. The amount of the Resident Association told
bond could be anywhere from Fairpress, "Theuniversity's arro$1,000 to $1,000 per resident.
gance is unbelievable. They have
A senior beach resident literal contempt for our concerns.
said," It stinks because the $1,000 They (the students) want to party
will just be added to the rent. It like it's Miami Beach or Daytona.
won't work because kids will still We are New England."
live here, they'll just have to pay
The ordinance is cur
more."
rently being drafted and will be
"It's not fair to students reviewed by town attorneys later

this week as to the legality of the
ordinance." The intent is to see if it
can be permitted for one zone (the
beach zone district)," said Joe Devonshuk, Town Planning Director.
According to Devonshuk,
the exact amount of the bond, the
number of citations allowed and
what violations would be included
have not been agreed upon as of
yet.
In order for the ordinance
to be passed, it has to be approved
by the town attorney's, public
hearings by the Board of Select
man and a Representative Town
Meeting.
An angry student beach
resident said, "This is a form of
discrimination. If students became
more involved in the local politics
and gained some representation,
this wouldn't happen."
According to Devonshuk,
the ordinace will take at least two
to three months to pass.

Offensive Stag-Her Sign Removed
Jennifer Luongo
Assistant News Editor
The University Council
is strongly recommending the
name of the Stag-Her Inn be
changed.
At the Council's first
meeting, last Tuesday, the members, made up of representatives
from the administration, faculty,
and student body, passed a motion
to remove the Stag-Her-lnn sign
from the snack bar.
Members of the Council
find the name offensive in that it
may be taken as a sexist slur or an

image of alcoholic indulgence.
Following the meeting, members
of the Council removed the sign in
order to immediately take away
the visible reminder of the name
that offends people.
Students have varying
opinions on the issue of the name
change. Claudine Zamor'93 stated,
"It doesn't bother me. People are
reading too far into it."
One male student, who
did not wish to be named, said, "I
don't find it offensive to women.
People are trying to find some
thing wrong with it."
Although the name does

not offend certain students, some
feel that if it offends anyone, it
should be changed.
Jennifer Paventi '93 said,
"Considering how long women
have been in this school, it's about
time people realize the connota
tions that various labels can have."
Jessica Mantzouranis ' 95,
said, "If it really bothers people,
they should change it."
As of now, the Council is
sending the proposal of a name
change to the student sector for
review. The next University Coun
cil meeting, to be held October20,
will address the issue further.

BloodDrive Fails to Reach Goal

Blood drive collects 205 pints but goal was 300.

Presidential
Candidates
Square Off

Where Students are
Really
Sleeping
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ing in between cars at night.
Tensions between year
round residents and students have
First Selectwoman Jac been running for several years bul
quelyn Durrell has requested a relations seem to be unusually
!meeting with Fr. Aloysius P. tense this year.
According the Police
| Kelley, S.J., President of the Uni
jversity, which will take place Chief Sullivan, the year started
I sometime tomorrow, Oct. 16, in an out very busy down there and an
abnormal number of tickets have
\ undisclosed location.
The meeting was initiated been given out.
Durrell said she has nc
! by Durrell in a letter sent to Kelly
; on Oct. 1 in an effort to address the specific proposals going into the
! deteriorating situation at the beach. meeting but will discuss the new
i Also attending the meeting will be town ordinance that is being pro
\ Police Chief Ron Sullivan, Board posed. (See adjacent article). She
I of Commissioners Chairman plans to discuss the whole see
i George Lacovara, and Vice Presi- nario with Kelly to make the beach
| dent of Student Services William " safer and quieter for everyone."
On the question of the)
j Schimpf.
Durrell said," 1 have met lack of student representation atj
with Fr. Kelly before to discuss the meeting, Shimpf said," This is
common concerns before. I am a what she (Durrell) requested and|
big fan of Fairfield University, it we agreed." FUSA president Stevej
brings alotto this community, but I Shannon felt that he did not belong
am concerned someone is going to at this meeting at this time.
Durrell said that Kellyj
uurt at the beach."
Durrell, who is a beach prefers smaller meetings but she;
resident herself, feels that with the plans to hold a broader meeting in;
abundance of students walking her office sometime in the near
around at night someone is acci future. She also expects there to he
a meeting between town resident
dentally hit a student.
Some years ago, Durrell and students to help iron out th
herself almost hit a young girt walk situation.
Debra De Shong
News Editor

Student Attacked
Debra De Shong
News Editor
If you think Fairfield Uni
versity is immune from crime, think
again. Last Wednesday, Oct. 7, at
about 9 pm a female student was
walking from Canisius Hall near
Gonzaga Hall and was grabbed from
behind. The area was well lit, the
parking lot was full and Canisius
was busy with night classes.
The student was walking
home from a lecture and was grabbed
from behind and punched in the
neck. She managed to struggle her
way free, without screaming and
ran to Regis Hall where she con
tacted security.
The student was unable to
identify her attacker as a male or
female. She does not feel it was a
robbery attempt because she had a
purse with her and the attacker made
no attempt to take it.
Glen Griffin, the Assistant
Director of Security calls this lack
of evidence, "frustrating, because
we have no idea to look for." Secu
rity has not received any other re
(

Debate More
tha

£^capage 17

ports of suspicious behavior.
"I've always tried to
walk with someone at night and
now 1 will definitely not walk
alone," said junior Patrice
McCann. "You automatically
think that Connecticut is so safe,
but this really makes you think
twice," she added.
Junior Valerie Sisko
said, "I always get creeped out
alone on campus, and I avoid it at
all costs. I thought this was fool
ish but now 1 realize that my fears
were not unfounded."
Griffin said this type of
stranger assault is highly unusual
on campus. "The majority of
assaults that occur on campus can
be attributed to a person, and the
parties know each other," he said.
The Security Depart
ment asks that students be aware
of their surroundings and not to
walk alone at night. An escort
will be provided by security on
request.
If you see any suspi
cious activity, contact security im
mediately.

Sports Fans
Call for Grit
on the
Gridiron
page 20
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Seiler s M eets
Students Needs

The Fairfield Mirror
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J essica Nut ley
Stuff Writer
As we take a look around
Seilers or Lhe Dolan Dining Room
at the trays of students, it is appar
ent that many people here are eat
ing healthier and avoiding the high
fat, high calorie foods that college
students have a natural tendency to
gorge on.
Healthy eating and vege
tarianism is a trend sweeping col
leges across the country. An esti
mated eight to twelve million
Americans are vegetarians. There
isn' t an exact figure on how many
college-age vegetarians there are,
but the numbers are growing daily.
Bill Brennan, director of
food services at Fairfield, has also
noticed a healthier trend of student
eating within the past year or two.
In response to that, Seilers has come
up with several ways to meet students' needs.
The "Healthy Choice" dinner is an entree that is usually low
in fat and calories (i.e. baked fish).
The wok bar and salad bar with
mostly low fat and low calorie
dressings have retained their popu
larity.
Seilers plans on expand
ing their offerings. Every other
month they will introduce a new

Students enjoy the art of fine dining at Seller's, photo: ft. Guterl >
bar which will then become perproducts), thinks that the food
manent. There will be a chip bar
offered is adequate for vegetarians
but there could be some more vari
(chips, pretzels, nachos, etc., with
ety.
dips and spreads), a coffee bar
She points out the the
with a "twist" on that different
kinds of coffee and tea will be
"Healthy Choice" entree is usually
chicken or fish, which most vegeavailable, and a Mexican bar.
Planning the menu is done
tarians don't eat.
over the summer by a group of
Brennan believes that
everything we need is already out
managers from Seilers. The meals
have to be balanced and offer
there. For example, you can make
something for vegetarians.
stir-fry chicken at the wok bar or
The menu has to be flexuse pita bread, sauce and cheese to
ible because if a meal does not go
make a pizza on the microwave.
over well, then changes need to be
He added that if a student
made somewhere.
needs an ingredient, he or she
should ask and Seilers will provide
Reilly Mahoney, '96, an
ovo lacto vegetarian (does not eat
it for them. " You're only limited
meat but will eat eggs and dairy
by imagination" he said.

Celebrated Author Comes
To Fairfield

Mr. Hans Koning a
writer who has won v/icle vr
claim, will speak on Parents
Weekend at the invitation of the
History, Politics and Latin
American Studies Departments.
Mr. Koning was born
in the Netherlands and came to
the United States in 1951 where
he pursued a distinguished career as a novelist, popular histo
nan, essayist, playwright, screen
writer, and travel author.
Before coming to the
United Slates, Koning had been
an editor of the Amsterdam
[Netherlands] Weekly and a radio
director in Indonesia.

He was educated at the
University of Amsterdam, the
University of Zurich, and the Sor
bonne, and he fought in the Brit
ish Liberation Army in 1943-45.
It is difficult to do justice
to the variety and quality of Kon
ing's work. He is the author of
Modem Dutch Paining. the novels,
The Affair. Death of a School
Boy. The Revolutionary, and J
Know What I Am Doing, the travel
books. Love and Hate in China,
and A New Yorker in Egypt,
On Parents Weekend,
Koning will speak on Christopher
Columbus, the subject of a 1976
biography, Columbus: His Enter

prise, which has recently been re
printed.
A pioneering study m the
increasingly growing body of criti
cal works on the explorer, Kon
ing's biography argues that Columbus' crimes should be mourned
rather than celebrated, and that they
are part of a process of exploitation
that continues into our own day.
Mr. Koning will give two
talks: to students and faculty in
Canisius 301 at 5:30 pm on Friday,
October 16, and to parents, stu
dents and other in the Oak Room,
Campus Center, at 10:45 am, Saturday October 17. For further in
formation contact Prof. Ralph.

Campus Crier
There will be a lecture tonight called "Laughter: RX for Sur
vival" in the Oak Room at 7 PM. The speaker is Joyce Anisman Saltman
and it is sponsored by the Freshman Year Experience.
The Performing Arts Series Presents "The Roches" on Friday
Oct 16 at the Kelley Theater at 8 PM. Tickets are $10 for students and
staff.
FUSA will present "Patriot Games" Friday and Saturday at 8
pm and Sunday at 7 and 9 pm in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Harvest Weekend Dance Ticket Sales will be held in the Oak
Room from 7-9 pm on Sunday Oct. 18.
Michael Dukakis, the 1988 Democratic party candidate for the Presidency, will speak at
Fairfield on Tuesday, Oct. 20 at 8 pm in the Ouick Center. Tickets are available at the box office.
Cuban Poet, Roberto Retamar, will speak on the third floor lounge of John Dolan Hall on
Monday, Oct. 26.
The condition of the environment and what can be done to improve it will be addressed in a
talk entitled Trash to Treasure: The Business of Stewardship," on Tuesday Oct. 27 at 8 pm in the
Campus Center.

Cheers

Boos

..to Syracuse men with
hot bodies.to hooking up with
Syracuse Lacrosse players..to
Syracuse men in general, to having the house (or room) to yourself
for the whole weekend..to Colum
bus for making the long weekend
happen..to President Bush for
making himself look really stupid
at the debates, .to the Italian Delight, what a delight to eat!..to
THAT..to the Seilers Manager
hanging out at the Bighouse.to
Chauncy.to the man in Claver,
just because..to omelettes of the
Lobster Trap..to the meaty men
and the cheesy women at the
Deli..to the Boomers..to
bababuoy.to the Keebler on his
23rd birthday, from the one who
loves ya..to getting a day off to
honor a man whom no one partial
larly likes anyway, to having a
hook up to go home to.to the Grand
Poobahs.to the Asylum all request
show (Thurs. 10-12)..to the beer
die at the Toolbox..to TH
131,18,115,116,104..to the Toolbox, the Green Turtle, the Laughing Cow, the Lighthouse.to hav
ing fun while all the losers went
home..to climbing trees..to bor.owed sweats.to sausage parties, .to
bonding with housemates..

..to friends who have to
stay home and take the GRE' s.to
coming back to Fairfield after an
awesome weekend at another
school, .to dogs with fleas, to being
left alone the whole weekend..to
Ross Perot who just won't shut
up..to having to stay at Fairfield
over the weekend to do a paper, .to
missing everything to go to a
wedding..to sprained fingers..to
getting the flu..to drunk dinner
dates..to incidents and accidents
and hints and allegations..to Fairfield guys who think they're still in
high school, grow up!!..to friends
too whipped to hang out with their
old gang..to squeaky beds..to nosy
landlords, to the death of batty
coda, so much for fish-sitting..to
senior portraits, .to ceilings that leak
over your bed..to school.to grad,
med and law school applications, .to
the GRE's.to black 13 and red
7..to missing van keys..to having
to put out an issue after a long
weekend..to biased Jesuits..to the
prospect of another four years of
having to listen to Bush..to
kidneys..to cheesy men.to immature boys..to administrators who
give students double talk, .to being
kicked out of your townhouse the
day of graduation..

Oct. 13-18 Please be generous
Drop off any extra clothes or food in the
Chapel foyer or in your dorm lounge to help
the Coalition for a Better World.

Campus Beat
Debra De Shong
News Editor
* Oct. 3 Security received a call concerning someone spill
jing a can of soda onto a car in the Campion parking lot.
* Oct. 4-A person soliciting perfume in the dorms was es
jcorted off campus.
* Oct. 7 An emergency pole was set off during the afternoon
|but no one was found in the vicinity.
* Oct. 8-Students were caught attempting to get a 20x2 foot
(sign into their dorm room in Campion through the window. The sign
pame from a factory outlet store and was found in an abandoned lot in
JBridgeport.
* Oct. 9-A visitor was arrested for disorderly conduct after
assaulting a Fairfield prep student after the prep football game.
* Oct. 10-A student reported that some clothes were stolen
while they were being laundered in Regis ground. The laundry was
recovered from some bushes in the area on Oct. 12.
* In a further attempt to protect the students, the security
department handed out safety whistles last week to any student inter
ested. If you did not get a whistle but would like one, you may obtain
one at the Security office in Loyola ground.

Classifieds
* Travel Free! Sell quality vacations for the most reliable
Spring Break Company! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita
Island, Florida. Best Commissions/Service. Sun Splash Tours 1
800426-7710
* Wanted: Travel Reps for Spring Break. Established
Company with many years experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun. Call 1 800 3 Siesta, ask for Bonnie.
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What In The World
Perot Gets Laughs, Clinton Gets Points and BusA GetsNothing

Debra De Shang
News Editor
"Talk is cheap, words are
plentiful, deeds are precious, let's
get on with it" are the words of
Ross Perot in last Sunday's first
Presidential debate in Qaytan, Mo.
There was no clear winner but Perot
was first in off -the cuff remarks.
President Bush failed to give voters any reason to change their minds
and give him a second chance, and
Clinton avoided any serious mistakes.
The debate was essen
daily low-key, with the only heated
exchange occurring between Bush
and Clinton. Bush attempted to
question Clinton's character and
patriotism by criticizing him for
organizing an anti war demonstra
don in London to protest the Vietnam War. Clinton rebounded
sharply by reminding the president
that his father, Prescott Bush, was
one of the first adversaries of his
colleague Sen Joseph McCarthy's
tirade of questioning American's
patriotism. Clinton said the country needs to be united now not
divided.
Perot added a dig at Bush

Dismtuttd by Trtbuna Madia Sarvicm

'AND KW

by saying it is one thing to make a
mistake as a young man, but quite
another to make a mistake as an
adult in a high level position in the
federal government.
When the question of
experience was brought up, Perot
quipped," 1 have no experience in
creating a $4 trillion deficit." Bush
focused on his experience with
foreign affairs and Clinton cited
his record as the Governor of
Arkansas.
Perot lead the trio in
laughs and down-home one-liners
as well as the number of applause.
He received 14 periods of applause,
Clinton 10, and Bush 9.

WHOHt mi r vi& so &cm» Aeour Ras&ffew..."
Perot said the thing that
sets him apart from the other two
candidates is "I was not put on (the
ballot) by any PAC money or special interests." In response to the
same question, Clinton said, "I
represent real hope for change."
Bush simply cited his experience.
The topic on everyone's
mind, the economy, was addressed
by all three candidates. Bush de
rued that the economy is as bad as
his opponents say it is, stating,
" We are not falling apart at the
seams." He blamed a global slow
down and claimed that the econ
omy of the U.S. is still envied by
other countries. He also promised

Did You Heat?
Debra De Shong
News Editor
* West Germany Chief Willy Brandt died at age 78 of cancer. He won the Nobel
Peace Prize for his efforts to overcome the Cols-War division of Europe.
* Last Friday, the running feud between Mikhail Gorbachev and President Boris
Yeltsin reached a new climax when Gorbachev was barred from his private offices by
armed policeman.
* A Justice Department report affirmed that Josef Mengele, the German doctor
who experimented on victims at the Auschwitz death camp, drowned in Brazil in 1979.
"The Chinese government are horrified at the prospect of Bill Clinton becoming
president. Clinton has repeatedly said China must be held accountable for its human rights
violations and trade privileges should be re evaluated.
"Last week, the Senate approved a plan today to require pharmaceutical companies to help the government \ 'the cost of testing the safety of new drugs and speed up
the process.
'The United States has declared that it is not softening in its policy toward Haiti.
The White House has declared that the rumors to ending the economic sanctions were
baseless and that the failure to restore the democratic government is a threat to the security
of the U.S.

&K

that if re-elected, he will put Jim
Baker, former Sec. of State and
Chief of Staff, in charge of Domestic affairs. He said, "1 will say to
Jim Baker, do to domestic affairs
what you did with foreign affairs."
On the topic of the economy, Clinton said America could
not afford another year of ReaganBush economics. He said," We've
got to have no more trickle down,
no more tax cuts for the wealthy
for nothing." Clinton restated his
plan to add a tax to households
with an income of over $200,000.
Perot spoke of a period of "shared
sacrifice" in the form of a 50 cent
tax increase on gasoline over a

period of five years.
Bush was desperately
clinging to his record in the area of
foreign affairs as the other two
candidates continued to question
the economic situation. When
asked why Bush does not support
reducing the number of troops in
Europe, he said," We simply cannot pull back." Both Clinton and
Perot disagreed.
Perot said," We can only
be a superpower if we are an eco
nomic superpower." He also said
that Germany and Japan should
pay for their own defense because
they are more than capable of
paying for it. Clinton felt the
number of troops in Europe could
be reduced by 50,000.
In retrospect, the experts
feel that Perot gained the most by
the debate because it got him a well
needed chance to address the issues.
They also agree that Bush
was the big loser in that he failed to
hurt his opponents or give his
campaign a well needed boost.
Clinton's performance did not hurt
his campaign and helped to show
the American public that he has the
ability to lead.

New Use For RU-486 Discovered
Debra De Shong
News Editor
A new use for the French abortion pill RU486 has been discovered. RU-486 is
a French drug tested and proved over 99 percent effective for first trimester abortion and
now it is proved to be an effective morning after pill.
It has been proven that if the pill is taken within 72 hours of unprotected sex,
impregnation could be prevented.
The French company that makes the pills, Roussel Ulcef will not try to bring the
pill into the United States until there is a president who favors abortion rights, according
to a National Organization for Women newsletter.
RU-486 has also been used to treat a variety of other diseases such as breast
cancer, brain tumors, endometriosis, glaucoma and Cushing's Syndrome. The drug has
been refused entry into the United States by Food and Drug Administration due to
pressure by the Bush Administration and Congressional anti^choice forces^

Announcem ents

Students interested in careers in podiatry or optometry should note that the deans of
admission of the Pennsylvania College of Optometry, the Pennsylvania College of
Podiatry, and the Ohio College of Podiatry will all be in Bannow this coming week.
Check Bannow for signs with places and times. Sponsored by AED.
On the weekend of October 2, Fairfield U. Debaters, Jeffrey Wacker and Kevin Casey,
placed tenth at the University of Pennsylvania's Liberty Bell Tournament, defeating in
the process 3 Princeton teams and a Mount Holyoke team. There will be a debate on
Parents' Weekend between several student debaters and faculty. In November and
December, debaters will attend tournaments at Columbia University, Mount Holyoke,
Fordham University, and MIT. The Debate Team's weekly meetings are on Monday
nights from 7 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. in Bannow, Room 333. All new members are welcome
and encouraged to participate in tournaments.

Classifieds... (Continued)
LOOKING FOR A TOP FRATERNITY, SORORITY, OR STUDENT ORGANIZA
TION that would like to make $500 1500 for a one week marketing project right here on
campus. Must be organized and hard working. Call 800-592 2121 ext. 308.
BE A SPRING BREAK REP! Earn FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST COMMISSIONS!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, & Jamaica from $159. Call Take A Break Student Travel
today! New England's largest spring break company! (800) 32 TRAVEL (Boston)

It you'ro taking on* of thOOO totto, tako
Kaplan first. Wo toooh you «x«ctly what tho tort
covers and show you tho tost taking ttratogjo*
you'll need to score your boot. No ono taaohoo you
to think Ilka tho toot mafcoro bottor than Kaplan.
SAVE $$ These Kaplan Courses are offered by your Continuing Education
Dept. at a discount
LSAT Classes begin Oct 10 or Nov 5.
Seniors: Prepare for the Dec 5 LSAT
Juniors: Get a head start, prepare for the Dec LSAT "Don't take
the test" Repeat the course for the June or Oct Test Here or
anywhere FREE
MCAT Classes begin Feb 6
Prepare for the MCAT Here. If you're not ready for April, Repeat
the course at Home for September's Test Free

Call 1-800-735-PREP

KAPLAN

Tfta «nawa> to Mta taat <jua«ilon.
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Economics Department
Debates Candidates' Plans

Stay Informed !
Don't forget to watch
the Presidential debates.
They will take place as
follows:
Oct. 15 at 9 pm
Oct. 19 at 7 pm

Rosalind E. Van Tuyi
Staff Whiter
With the 1992 Presiden
tial elections proving to be the most
unpredictable our generation has
seen, it is only fitting that the
University sponsor some sort of
presentation or debate to discuss
the candidate's positions on the
issues.
The Economics depart
ment undertook the task. The result was a presentation and open
forum last Wednesday, October 7,
in the Black Box. Teams repre
senting the Bill Clinton side and
the George Bush side addressed
the issues of the campaign.
There was no side repre
senting Ross Perot as he had not
reentered the race when the debate
was planned.
The each team was made
up of three students. Representing
the George Bush side were juniors
Karen Liu, Marianne Monti, and
Gary Ramoso. The Clinton camp
was composed of juniors Jen Moll,
Dan Rosenthal and senior Nick
Ritrivi. The teams met once all
together and then once in their
repective camps. Each team
member was given four topics to
research and be ready to address.
The presentation ran in a
question and answer format.
Question about issues were brought
to the floor and each side had an

Writing GmterNews
opportunity to present the position
of their respective candidates. Issues covered included education,
health care, defense, family val
ues, abortion, welfare, taxes, the
environment, and overall economic
perspective.
The idea was to stick to
the economic implications of each
issue, and not to attack candidates
on the basis of character. For the
most part, it worked out that way.
After each side had a
chance to respond to each of the
issues, closing remarks gave the
two camps an opportunity to rebutt
statements eachother. Economics
professor, Kathryn Nantz acted as
the moderator

After the prepared presentations, the floor was opened
to the audience for questions. The
audience responded very well to
this opportunity to ask questions
of the two camps.
The audience asked
many questions of the panel. By
and large, the questions were extremely insightful and touched
each issue with a great level of intelligence.
Said Clinton side repre
sentative, Jen Moll, "The audi
ence's willingness to participate
made all the difference. It really
shows how interested students
are in what is going on in this
country today"

*Research Papers and Documentation: Having trouble selecting a topic for a research paper or
finding a source? Can't figure how to use quotes or
paraphrases? Confused about proper forms for paranthelic citation or works cites? Come to this work
shop and get help. Monday, Oct. 19, at 2-3:30 in
DM255.
* Clear Writing: Tuesday Oct. 20 at 4-5 pm in
DM 255. Are you tired of having your essays returned by professors returned with remarks such as
unclear, akward, passive voice or wrong word? To
clarify your writing, come to this workshop to learn
to recognize and correct these flaws.

MIKES
FRIED CHOLESTEROL OIL

CHICKEN & SEAFOOD

SOUTH™

Family Operate<
Business:

FRIED CHICKEN

#

Join in the action at th

BILLIAR

CENT

NORTH OF THE MASON/DIXON LINE!

Connecticut s Largest Billiard Paid'te

You can be in nnd out in a very few minutes
with food that tastes like it look hours.

35 TABLES

Chicken Dinners include potatoes, graves cole slaw & roll

10% OFF ANY MEAL
W/STUDENT I.D.
FREE DELIVERY

• POCKET BILLIARDS • SNOOKER • BILLIARDS
• LEAGUE PLAY • WEEKLY TOURNAMENTS

Catering Service Available

• INSTRUCTIONS • SNACK BAR & DELI •
• CUE REPAIR • PRO SHOP • PRIVATE PARKING LOT
Great fun for groups of friends or singles!

Rediscover the sport of billiards, the hottest game going!

2938 FAIRFIELD AVENUE • BLACK ROCK
(Diagonal from Blackrock Castle)
335-9996

FOXY LOCKS HAIR SALON
•Cuts* Coloring* Perms*Hi-Lites*

|

We are offering $5.00 off
any hair service
with this ad

JOIN OUR WEEKLY TOURNAMENTS

I OPEN 7 DAYS
NOON TO LATE!
ffjosing timei may be extended due h crowt/ me]

2300 MAIN STREET • BPT
334-8070

|

259-5888"

1275 Post Rd. (Brickwalk)
NEXXUS.PAUL MITCHELL.BIOLAGE.RUSK

GOLD.elicatessen

- Compliments of

WITH THIS COUPON
RECEIVE $1.00 OFF ANY
SANDWICH ON OUR MENU

Hansen's Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.

Ask about our 3'to 6' Party Heros,
Party Platters, and Ice Cream/-.Yogurt

345 Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

(Daily lunch specials not Included in this offai)

Offer expires Dec. 15

873 POST RD • FAIRFIELD, CT 06430 • 203-259-2233

255-0461
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Student Credit Card Users.
Watch Out!
Kathi Sorcindli
StaJBT Writer

You are just about to buy typing
ribbon, a Halloween card, two
pieces of Bazooka, and a Fairfield
folder, when you discover you've
lost your money. You panic. But
then you realize there is nothing to
worry about. Luckily you have
your American Express card. And
to think you almost left
the card in your dorm room. There
are times when credit cards can be
convient. And there are times when
American Express, Visa, Mastercard, and Discover can be danger
ous.
The convenient times
come in September when we need
to buy books but don't have checks
yet. Credit cards are useful on
Spring Break and other vacations.
Credit cards give you an opportunity to establish credit. .
What about the dangerous times? Dangerous times come
with high percnetage rates. As you
establish your credit you may also
establish debt. Companies only
make you pay only a small percentage of your bill each month.
The companies will tempt you with

" You may skip this months payment. " But spend four years skipping bills and paying a minimum
amount, and you'll be in debt by
graduation.
American Express

doesn't want us to build high interestrates. They make us pay for our
bill in full at the end of the month.
The price for the self-discipline is
just $55 per year. If we use the
airplane ticket and phone bill discounts, the $55 may be worth it.
But if we do not need the American
Express advantages, we lose $220
after four years. That's almost
equivalent to a semester of books.
Credit cards are not bad,
just dangerous. Some cards offer

protection plans. The company
will pay the customer's bill if he or
she loses a job. Does that mean if
we lose babysitting, waitering,
clothing store, or Stag Her jobs,
the company will pay our bill?
Sean Kent says, "Ifyouareunem
ployed and using a card it can be
dangerous." Last year Kent had to
quit work at the Quick Center in
the middle of the year. At the time
he had a bill from Christmas and
second semester expenses. He said
he spent the begining of his sum
mer paying off a large bill.
Most of us don't earn
$500 a month. Yet we can easily
charge $500. How quickly pur
chases add up. We might charge
dinners, CDs, sweaters, books,
coats, kegs, and gas.. If we plan on
paying the bill with money we
earned in the summer, why not
write checks as we buy?
One junior expressed the
dangers of the credit," I'm scared
of my card. It's like having mo
nopoly money, if we don t have
money and want things, why not
charge? The temptation is there.
Unfortunately so is the bill on
graduation day.

Do your parents know
where you slept last night? Well
it's about time they found out just
where their sons and daughters are
living. The following is a list of 7
residence halls and areas located
on the Fairfield campus, named
after Jesuit Saints.
Claver Hall. A residence
hall with two-room suites, the dorm
was renamed in 1982 for St. Peter
Claver, S.J. (1580 1650). Born in
Barcelona, Spain, St. Peter was a
missionary who attempted to alle
viate the suffering of black slaves
in South America.
Campion Hall. Edmund
Campion, S.J. (1539 1581), inspired the naming of this dorm in
1964. Born in London, he was
martyred under Elizabeth I for
preaching of the Catholic faith in
Reformation England.
Gonzaga Hall. This residence hall and large auditorium
was named for St. Aloysius
Gonzaga, S.J. (1568-1591), born
in Castiglione, Italy. He died while
tending the sick during the Roman
plague in 1591 and is the patron
saint of youth.
Jogues Hall. This resi
dence hall was named in 1982 for
St. Isaac Jogues, S.J. (1607-1646),
of Orleans, France, who worked to
convert Indians in the U.S. and
Canada. He was martyred near

what is now Albany, New York.
Kostka Hall. Originally
named Southeast Hall, this resi
dence hall with two-room suites
was renamed in 1982 for St. Stan
islaus Kostka, S.J. (1550-1568),
born of nobility in Poland, who
entered the Jesuit Order at 17 and
died a year later. He was recog-

nized for his dedication to his faith,
and for accomplishing the ordi
nary things in life in an extraordi
nary way through a vibrant faith.
Loyola Hall. This hall
honors St. Ignatius Loyola (1491
1556), the founder of the Society
of Jesus, the author of the Spiritual
Exercises, and the Patron Saint of
all Jesuits.
Student Townhouses.
The first townhouses built were
named after seven Jesuit Saints.
All Frenchmen, they came to
Canada and the United States between 1625 and 1649, where they
worked among the Hurons, Iro

My Big Mouth
Tne Origin Mjth and Other SkeeyrPonderings
Dana Felmlee
Features Editor

The origins of things
bother me. Who was the genius health
inspector that made public laundromats legal? I skeeve these places.
You place your dirty underwear into
a large dark drum that three minutes
ago held the dirty underwear of a 300
pound man with eczema named
Bubba. Isn't that a great idea!
Or how about the insane "sport" of skiing? Don't even try to argue that this was invented
as a means of transportation or even by normal fun lovin' people.
Skiing was invented by two drunk Swedes trying to out-macho each
other.
" Hey Bjorn (hie) how 'bout I take these two greased sticks (hie)
put them on my boots (hie) and go Shooooosin' down this here
mountain!"
"Yumpin' Yimminies, Sven! Idareya!" says Bjorn.
Now I see that somebody has invented an instant cap
puccino mix. Have you seen this commercial? The Cappuccine
Monks in Italy I guess invented this stuff hundreds of years ago. It's
a very nice commercial and it certainly does simplify the art of making
capppuccino. If you' ve ever tried to buy a decently priced cappuccino
maker that actually froths milk properly, don't bother, they don't exist.
After personally trying three different brands (and having three
different brands spray hot milk in my face) I gave up. I shelled out an
extra eighty bucks and bought the Braun.
But wait a minute, back up to those monks. How did a
bunch of guys committed to poverty and simplicity hundreds of years
before modern technology ever invent cappuccino? How DO you get
warm, frothy milk in such an austere setting?
The gears in my head began to creak. Here's what I' ve
decided.
After the Cappuccine monks finished their dinner one
evening they were all sitting around having coffee. Now these monks
didn't have TV or a radio, so when they weren't luring female sheep
into the shed, they usually teased each other.
This particular evening Brother Benito and Brother
Vincenzo decided to play an unusually cruel joke an Brother Enzo.
Enzo had taken a vow of silence, so Benito and Vincenzo (who were
seated on either side of Enzo) were going to tickle him to make him
laugh.
But Enzo took a sip of milk just before Benito and
;
Vincenzo staged their attack. So when they began tickling him, he
; held the milk in his mouth and refused to make a peep.
Benito and Vincenzo were relentless and tickled the
quois, and Mohawk Indians. Each
was captured, tortured, and killed poor guy until he turned very red in the face. But Enzo refused to make
by renegades of these tribes. These '• a sound. Now, everyone knows what happens to milk when you laugh
and it has no place to go. So, out the only open orifice it went—that's
Jesuits are: St. John de Brebeuf
right, warm frothy milk came flying out of Enzo's nose at breakneck
(1593 1649), St. Noel Chabanel
speed straight into, coincidentally, Brother Benito's coffee. Benito
(1613 49), St. Anthony Darnel
sipped the coffee, cried " Mamma Mia itsa good!" and the dawn of a
(1601 48), St. Charles Garnier
new
culinary treat had begun.
(1605 49), St. Rene Goupil (1606
1 guess now that cappuccino is instant, or made out of a
42), St. John de Lalande (? 1646)
machine instead of a nose, that I can drink it without being disgusted.
and St. Gabriel Lalemant (1607
My Braun and I are very happy together. But when 1 ponder the origins
46).
of some things it really is scary.
The
three
newer
townhouses honor three Jesuit
Saints: John de Brito, S.J., who
was born in Portugal and served as
a missionary in India, where he
was arrested and executed in 1693;
St. Paul Miki, S.J., who entered the
Jesuit novitiate in Japan in 1586
and was arrested for his faith in
1596, becoming the first Jesuit
martyr in Japan; and St. John
Ogilvie, S.J., who grew up in
Scotland and worked with young
people as a Jesuit from 1599 to
1610, later to be arrested and mar
tyred in Scodand.
The residence halls stand
in testament to the dedication of
the Jesuit Saints whose names they
bear, who died for the beliefs and
ideals which Fairfield University
teaches to its students. Provided
the students don't destroy the build
ings, the monuments will remain a
constant remembrance of these
Jesuits.
[Facts on the Jesuits courtesy oi
Would you trust this man with your mind? Come to the hypnotist
the Administration and Public
sponsored
by Peer Counselling on Tues., 10720 at 8pm in the Oak Room
Relations]

Restcfeace Halls and Goofy
Names: "Isaid Gonzaga not
Gorgoazola "
Claire St. Louis
Editor in-Chief
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To Your Health

The ABC's of Catching
SomeZZZ's
K athi S or cm ell 1
Staff Writer
It lurks in boring reading
assignments, long winded lectur
ers, and
well heated rooms. It strikes in the
classroom, the library, and the mez.
In order to protect time, students
try to kill it with coffee and soda.
But sleep is inevitable. Why fight
it? You need to sleep.
Most psychologists and
psychiatrists agree that sleep affects performance. Robert Wat
son, a psychologist at the New Ha
ven Sleep Disorders Center on
York Street, says,
"The price you'll pay for
lost sleep is often lower performance at work and at home."
Dr. William Dement,
director of the Sleep Research and
Sleep Disorder Center at Stanford
University, explains that a lack of
sleep affects health, job performance, and creativity. Dement says,
"We are wandering what America
is losing."
A well rested student is a
productive student. Timothy
Roehrs, PhD, director of research
at the Sleep Disorders Center at
Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit,
confirms that people who increase
sleep amounts work more ef
fieciently in the daytime.
Imagine how much time
you can save by reading a paragraph just once. Roehrs says that if
you need to increase your sleep
and you do, you will make up for
the lost sleep. For example if you
increase sleep.from seven hours to
eight, you'll accomplish as much
in seven daytime hours as you
would in eight.

Have trouble concentrat
ing. Sleep clears your mind and
improves concentration according
to Alex Kirsta author of Stress
Survival. When you sleep, your
mind works out thoughts that come
into your mind during waking
hours. You might need more sleep
if you read Shakespeare, but think
about the past weekend, your his
toty grade, the presidential election, or your phone bill.
So why fight something
that will help you concentrate and
work more productively. Why
fight a time saver? Sleep.

SoundSleep Suggestions
Quality is just as impor
tant as quantity when it comes lo
sleep. Here are some tips to sleep
soundly.
1. Keep regular hours.
Try to wake up at the same
time each morning. If possible go
to bed at the same time at night.
2. Don't drink coffee, tea, stimu
lants, or alcohol close to bed
time.
Stimulants will keep you
up. Alcohol disturbs the quality of
your sleep.
3. Don't smoke dose to bedtime.
Heavy smokers experi
ence less deep sleep and REM
sleep.
4. Don't exercise right before
going to bed.
If you exercise at night,
do so in the early evenings.
5. Relax before you go to bed.
Listen to slow music or
read before you try to fall asleep.
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Cheap Chic: Yard Sales JiefdPrize BoaQr
to decorate your dorm room with.
. .if you can get past the old lady
who's trying to con you into buying an ugly, antique pair of shoes.
Look around for a while,
and you could come across a handy
desk lamp and maybe a matching
table (both from 1960 but still in
good working order).
Other treasures just waiting to be discovered might be old
paintings and frames to hang on
your walls, clocks that might still
work, banks to hold your money (if
you have any), chests to store your
clothes in, and maybe the most
original pieces of furniture that
need only a quick paint job or a
polish to transform them into works
of art.
Secondly, you will probably be paying less than half of the
original price for something that
was only used a couple of times.
That's a big advantage for those of

Annmane LaRocca
Staff Writer
Remember the summers
when you were little, and someone
on your block was having a flea
market or garage sale? You would
break open the piggy bank, run
outside, and attempt to buy the
poor soul out for 43 cents!
Or, if you were lucky
enough, you own mother would
decide it was time for a major
cleanup, and offer you part of the
profit if you "helped out," in other
words, cleaned your room.
Nowadays, the thought of
actually using, or even worse
wearing someone else's stuff,
probably fills you with dread. But
hose infamous flea markets, garage sales, estate sales, etc., can be
really great.
In the first place, you can
find some really valuable objects

us who are down to our last penny
and still need to come up with the
money for last month's phone bill.
Also, at the slightly more
classy estate sales, you can find
stuff that looks expensive, but
really isn't, like old jewelry, silver
teapot services or silverware, and
even oriental rugs. The merchan
dise from estate sales is older and
more valuable than the useless
gadgets you can sometimes find at
fleamarkets, but it does cost more
too.
Whichever one suits you
better thought, is bound to have
something that was made for you.
So the next time you're in the neigh
borhood and you see the signs
posted on all the trees and poles on
the block, don't cringe and turn
away. Check it out and you might
be surprised at all the wonder just
waiting for you to buy. But make
sure you bring more than 43 cents.

Wild Man Weekends: Do Real Men " Bond" ?
J ennifer Marsh
Staff Writer
They hang out together,
drink beer, make hearty handshakes , and eat beef jerky. This is
not something we do (or will ever
want to do?). But why is this?
Why can't we as women take part
in any of these exciting activities.
That would be because this is called
"male bonding" and we as women
can't comprehend just how sig
nilicant this ritual really is.
Why is it that we as women,
especially as girlfriends, experience that agitating twinge when
he says, "guys
night out?" It is
not a mgbt of Hght
If
beer or watching

The Place to be.

the tube. It is a night of conversation packed with the phrase "yeah
man" or and enough crotch grabs
to make any woman cringe.
Once the first couple of
cases of beer has disappeared, one
might find a few of the light weights
running around pounding thenchests like gorillas.
But there really is a place
for males to go for true bonding.
The Men's Counseling Centers Inc.
(MCC) is a place where men can
pursue their own personal growth.
This organization holds monthly
meetings. They also are sponsors

of the Men's Breakthrough Weekend. This adventurous weekend
provides men with a chance to
empower themselvesthrough
workshops, individual group therapy, and vision quests.
Fairfield University Men:
Are' you tired of the same old
scene with the same stale beer and
bad jokes? Are you ready to take
yourself to a place for some serious male bonding?Get in touch
with your sweaty, grunting, hairy
masculinity and become involved
at the MCC. . For more information call (203) 748-3241.

YOU CAN EARN $35

you are an
undergraduate
student planning a
career in teaching,
you can earn $35
for answering
some basic skills
questions on
computer.

The 4-hour research sessions are being held at:
Sylvan Learning Center
14 Brook Street Darien, CT 06820
If you are interested, call (203) 655-3276

7*tetty%ztt
Subway of Fairfield!!!
1900 Black Rock TNPK

1996 Post Road

334-3336

254-0321

FOR THOSE ON THE GO, CALL AHEAD!
Hours: 10a.m. -12 Midnight

$1°°OFFw/Studentl.D.
(offer not valid w/any other coupons/specials)

1421 Post Rd. Fairfield, CT 06430
(Across from Tommy's)
Tel: (203) 254-3743
M-F:10-7:30p.m.
(203) 254-3745
Sat: 9:30-6:30p.m.
H«",»»'»'»'«<'*«<»»»l ■

• Manicure
• Pedicure
• French Manicure
• Silk Tip
• Linen Tip
• Linen Wraps
•Silk Wraps

$10.00
$25.00
$15.00
$50.00
$50.00
$40.00
$40.00

«►
«►
«►
<►
«►
«►
«►
«►

~~.^~^*.

Special Gel Tip
Manicure & Pedicure
Fiber Glass Tip
Fiber Glass Wrap
Glue Manicure
Full Leg Waxing
Skin Care
Bikini Waxing

$60.00
$30.00
$70.00
$15.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$12.00
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Claire's Clamor
As Redundant as Twice-Baked Potatoes
Claire St. Louis
Editor-in-Chief
I heard a news report on
the radio the other day about a guy
who was arrested for reckless driving. The police reported that the
man was "illegally drunk."
Illegally drunk? What does
that mean - that some people are
drunk but legally allowed to drive?
I pondered this dilemma of diction
and then began to reflect on other
oxymorons.
What's an oxymoron, you
ask? No, it is not a moronic oxen.
It is a contradiction in terms, a
paradox of sorts. For instance:
military intelligence. Let me see
if I've got this straight. The gov
eminent finds "a few good men,"
brainwashes them with pictures of
an old bearded uncle named Sam
with a KFC bucket on his head ,
hands them a gun, and then sends
them out to kill people they've
never met before. That's intelligence?
friendly fire. No doubt coined by
the guys in military intelligence,
this term refers to the act of acci
dentally shooting someone who's
on your side. Does that mean such
casualties are more sociable? I'm
sorry, but whether you're my
brother or Adolf Hitler, I'm not
going to look too kindly on you if
you "accidentally" pummel me

with bullets.
Then there are the culinary
contradictions:
jumbo shrimp. Which is it? Are
they big or small? I'll bet those
confused crustaceans have an identity crisis of huge (or is it tiny?)
proportions.
chili. I've never tasted a chilly
chili, have you? Swallow a bowl
of chopped beef, spicy sauce, and
gas-inducing beans, and I doubt
you'll be feeling a draft. Except
from the beans, that is.
bittersweet. Ear wax is bitter;
chocolate is sweet — I don't see
the connection.
Or how about when your
mom used to yell at you for climbing that tree in your backyard, and
she would finally give up and say,
"All right, but if you fall down and
breakboth of your legs, don'tcome
running to me!" That used to stop
my tears almost instantly, because
even at age three I failed to see the
logic in that statement.
What about when your
professor or your boss lectures you
about doing something sneaky or
underhanded, accusing you of
"stooping to new heights"?
And then there are guys
who are sick. It's bad enough how
wimpy they are when they get the
sniffles, but they lose all credibil
ity when they complain of "growing weak.'' That oxymoron ranks

right up there with those who claim
the light is "growing dim."
Oh, and I just love the tele
vision shows that announce, "This
program was recorded live." Of
course the program was actually
going on when it was taped. We
T.V. viewers don't assume the
producers shoot the actors right
before the cameras start rolling!
Of course, there is another
kind of oxymoron that is not a
contradiction in terms but rather
repetitively redundant.
armed and dangerous. Just think
of the guys over at military intelli
gence. Now think of them with
guns in their hands. It's kind of
understood that they're dangerous,
don't you think?
that make you automatically ab
sent?
And finally, there's a cer
tain exterminator company that
uses a redundancy in its motto. I
don't want to mention names
(Raid), but this genius product
claims to "kill bugs dead." Now
there's a revolutionary concept!
Not only does this product kill the
little diners, imi it diso sees 10 n
that they're no longer living! At
least they can never be accused of
leaving a job half done.
I think you see my point.
Oxymorons are all around us.
Come to think of it, so are
moronic oxen.

Teachers are
better
than Tapes

f^
*
M
j V-^Ul XALLILU-Oe

by Susan Kolcon
and Anna Labrosciano

If you had to describe a typical Fairfield Male as
a Drink, what would he be?
A. Sex on the Beach- definitely on the exotic side,
containing such a blend of juices and alcohol that,
although you can't really tell what's in it, you really
don't care either. In other words-IT HITS THE
SPOT!
B. Beer - the typical Fairfield companion; the first
one goes down easy enough, but after a couple it's all
downhill from there.
C. Milkshake-a rich, creamy treat; good to the last
slurp.
Of 100 Students Polled, 50 Men and 50 Wot
the typical Fairfield Man is
like a...

siay suggestions for fvtvre "attj
tude "questions? Sendidea to Bo^
A4. lie Mirror

Women

Not for honor. Not for country, ms
For his wife and child.
'WMM

if your idea of great test prep is sitting in a room with
25 other students and having your questions answered
by a cassette tape, then go to Kaplan.
However, if you want a maximum of 15 students in
your class; if you want questions answered by your

WHERE: Gonzaga Auditorium
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more
Rewriting the book on standardized tests.

WHEN: Fri. Oct. 16 (8 p.m.)
Sat. Oct. 17 (8 p.m.)
Sun. Oct. 18 (7 and 9:30 p.m.)

800/995-5565
The Princeton Review i> sot agtiafrd with Princeton Univcnity or the Educational TeanngService.

LSAT • GRE
GMAT • MCAT

TIX SALES: $2.00, sold at door
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Editorial/Commentary

We Don't Fall for that
Song and Dance

A few years back, Irish singer Sinead
O'Connor refused to have the National Anthem played before one of her concerts. As
a result, she was banned from future performances at that U.S. stadium.
On October 3rd of this year, during
her rendition of a Bob Marley tune on television's "Saturday Night Live," O'Connor
tore up a picture of the Pope before a
stunned studio audience and an outraged
nation. The show received a barrage of
angry phone calls in response, while Dismayed Sinead received a deafening silence at the end of her song.
American or not, Catholic or not, the
usual etiquette of "When in Rome..." applies here but was blatantly disregarded.
O'Connor probably would have egged the
Vatican's windows were she asked to play
there.
O'Connor has made no secret of her
pro-choice stance on abortion. But this
was no abortion rally, and she was not
fighting for women's rights when she shredded the Pope's photo. Her little maneuver
was an attempt to hype up the release of
her new album. But instead it caused a
large portion of the public to stop the music.
Sinead, we don't dance to the tune
you're playing. Be a gracious guest or get
out.
The fact that she pulled this stunt on a
comedy show could not have been more
appropriate.
Because she made herself the epitome of the village idiot.
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Letters To The Editor
FUSA Responds To Jen Edward's Article.
To the Editor:
As the Director of Finance
for FUSA, it is appropriate to respond to Jen Edwards and her article in the October 8 Mirror issue
entitled, "FUSA Needs to Redirect
bunds."
Ms. Edwards, how can you
claim to be an editor of a newspaper and not have the foggiest idea
what you are talking about?
Having been an editor for
a school newspaper before, I know
how crucial it is to gather your
sources before you put down inaccurate information lor the whole
student body to read.
I find it very hard to understand how you could have written
an article concerning the spending
of FUSA money without coming
to talk to me first
Moreover, if you could not
JK! me, why did you not pursue
iius issue with any other member
if FUSA (perhaps Steve Shannon)?
I o be blunt, your column is irreoonsible, incomplete (and in some
places just wrong), and is an injustice to FUSA.
First, let me set the record
straight for all the students: the
$22,000 that was allotted to the
Early Warning System was not
part of FUSA's original budget; it
was a grant given by the University specifically for this purpose,
and would not have been given to

To the Editor:
As a member of the class
of 1995,1 am extremely outraged
to discover that articles in our
campus newspaper are allowed to
be printed even though they are not
based on any sort of research into a
particular topic.
As a member of the 19921993 FUSA Cabinet, I am even
further angered to find such articles as the one entitled "FUSA
Needs to Redirect funds" written
by Jen Edwards in the October 8
edition of The Mirror.
Ms. Edwards attempts to
shed some light on the situation at
the beach by discussing FUSA's
Early Warning System, a department in wluch she is somewhat
lacking in knowledge.
ii Ms. Edwards had put
-.. en the slightest amount of time
into researching her topic, she
would have discovered that her
accusations are nothing but out of
line.
Without a doubt, I honestly believe that any one of the
enthusiastic members of this year's
Cabinet would have been more
than glad to answer any of Ms.
Edwards questions.

FUSA for any other purpose (such
as programming).
Therefore, funds for the
Early Warning System did not take
away funds from programming,
or any other aspect of FUSA, for
the 1992-1993 year. And no, Ms.
Edwards, we did not pay two students $22,000 "to knock on doors."
Even your sarcasm is unfulfilling.
Your idea about a "coffeehouse" is a good one. But then
again, you probably are not aware
that UNITE (formally FUTA, in
case you are too lazy to check it
out) already has plans to start a
coffee house In the towhhouse
complex.
Again, it seems that you
are uninformed in your declarations.
Moreover, you must have
been absent from campus the past
month of weekends, since all
FUSA has done is run "creative
programs:" a Comedy Cabaret, a
Karaoke Night, trips to Great
Adventure and to a Mets game,
campus bands, several films, not
to mention a beach clean-up—
programming?
What programming?
And need I remind you
that FUSA is preparing for Harvest Weekend?
We need all the help we can get,
Ms. Edwards, if you are interested—if we sell out the Spin

Doctors, we might be able to have
a spring concert also. Do you soil
think FUSA tends "to throw"
money away?
I take my position in FUSA
very seriously, as I am also pursuing it as an independent study in
Finance. I, along with the other
members of FUSA, make it a point
to know and do as much as we can
about and for our University.
I do not appreciate it when
ignorant students are condescend
ing to what is in fact the greatest
source of non-alcoholic program
ming on this campus, namely
FUSA.
Ms. Edwards, if you desire
change in the way FUSA spends its
money, perhaps you would enjoy
becoming the next Director of
Finance. It isn't as easy as it looks,
but don't worry; I'll teach you all
you need to know.
i would have hoped that
The Mirror would have been more
cautious about checking the facts
in a commentary such as that by
Ms. Edwards.
The student newspaper
should not give its student government bad publicity, especially when
the information it presents is guesswork at best.

If Ms. Edwards had done
her duty as a responsible newsper
son, she would have found that the
$22,000 allocated for the Early
Warning System is not being directed from FUSA's current
budget.
FUSA was given a grant
from the University for this system and there is much more to it
than just having two students
"knock on doors." This money
was for tbe entire system and each
aspect of it, including space for
these students to operate out of,
their salary, transportation, and
publicity.
FUSA was not attempting
to "throw'' money into anything.
FUSA is an extremely respectable
board with a tremendous amount
of responsibility.
Regarding the issue of
programming that Ms. Edwards
so cleverly added to her already
fascinating article, FUSA has been
responsible for the activities that
have taken place nearly each
weekend except one, since the very
first week that we students were
back on campus. This is an over
whelming statistic, for FUSA has
done more prx^ramming this year
than ever before.

In the case that Ms. Edwards was unaware of these activities, FUSA has initiated a Comedy
Cabaret, a Karaoke Night, Campus
Bands, a Beach Clean-Up, trips to
Great Adventure and a Mets game,
a lecture by Michael Dukakis, and
the list goes on and on. I must
assume that Ms. Edwards is also
unaware of the fact that Harvest
Weekend is coming up soon and
FUSA is planning one of the biggest concerts that the University
has seen in years.
I am also sure that Ms.
Edwards is unaware of the fact that
FUSA is not responsible for other
facets of the University such as the
Rec Plex and the newly allocated
policies for the townhouses. I be
lieve that she has been unfair in
making such generalizations.
Although 1 must agree with
Ms. Edwards on her point that "the
beach problem will not go away
easily," I do feel that FUSA is doing
its fair share to make some drastic
changes within the University without ignoring any aspects of student
life on the campus.

Matthew T. D'Alto
Director of Finance
FUSA

Erica L. French
FUSA Cabinet Member

Quotes Of The Week
' Yeeeeeehawwwww! Jester's Dead!"
an inebriated freshman, quoting "Top Gun. "
I'm all ears".
Ross Perot, miking about himself at tie Presidential debate on Sunday
I think we're going down to the Nanu tonight."
a visiting Albany student, relerring to the Mtut'.

If you have a quote, send it Co BoxAA it'll be ia theWvctac next weetf
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Ross Perot, Back in the Saddle
Jennifer Musillo
Staff miter
With his recent reentrance
into the presidential race, H. Ross
Perot has once again grabbed nationwide attention.
The basic question is: will
Perot's decision to rejoin the race
really affect the election? A recent
CNN/Gallup poll (which was incidentally taken the day before
Perot's announcement) showed
that only 7% of the people would
vote for him, while 35% supported
George Bush, 52% supported Chnton, and the remaining 6% ac
counted for error and those with
out comment.
Sophomore John Moody,
a supporter of President Bush, feels
that Perot's decision will affect the
election. "I'm happy about it; he's
going to take a lot of votes away
from Clinton. Being a Bush fan
and all, I think that it will give
Bush the edge that he needs to win
the election."
The Bush campaign officials are hoping this will happen,
but are not sure it will be the case.
As reported by lime magazine in
the October 12 issue, one official
stated, "The race wasn't going anywhere for us. Now we have a win
dow of opportunity to change their
minds. It is not a guarantee, but it is
at least an opening for us."
Clinton's campaign force
has gathered information similar
to the Gallup poll and feels that
Perot's reentrance will have little,
if any, overall effect on the final
voting. In fart, Governor Clinton
has said that he won't alter his
political strategy for the Texan.
Several key points are
made when voters are asked why
they do not support Perot. Most
people feel that his credibility has
been deteriorated; he cannot decide if he would like to run for
office, let alone how he would run
the country. Sophomore Tar a

Serico feels that "he's scared to
show exactly what he feels on any
issue. Actually, I wouldn' t vote for
him anyway because his ideology
completely clashes with mine it
seems like all he cares about is
money.''
This view also held • _>
freshman Mark Mahoney. He said,
" I wonder if a successful business
man would be able to run the coun
try like a successful politician. Do
we want our country to be run like
a corporation?"
Freshman
Melissa
Mongillo does not like Perot for
yet another reason. "I don't trust
the fact that he has never held a
political office; he has no political
experience whatsoever. I also think
he's just on an ego trip."
When asked why he
thought Perot decided to rejoin the
election, an ex-associate of his
stated the same. "His worst night
mare was to go down in history as
a quitter."
However, Perot insists
that it was necessary for him to
reenter the presidential race, for
"the volunteers m all 50 states (had)
asked me." And, having an ob
scure view on what the public sees
him as, he said somewhat ironi
cally, "The people want a new
political climate, where the system
does not attract ego-driven, power
hungry people."
Perot's present campaign
is headed by new people, in the
hopes that what he's doing the
second time around will be differ

ent. Amateurism plagues the team.
and it seems as if the players were
chosen only for their allegiance to
the coach, his right-hand man is
somewhat laughingly named f )r
son Swindle; however, he seems to
be honest about the political expe
rience of the group: "This is any
thing but a professional organiza
lion."
Another key individual on
Perot's team is a man named James
Stockdale; last week Perot intro
duced him as his running mate for
the November election.
He is described by Time's
David Seideman as a "conserva
tive intellectual" and has had a great
deal of involvement in academic
'fid thought related fields. He was
also one of the most celebrated
POWs of the Vietnam War. Stockdale has had some exposure to
campaign work before, and perhaps this experience is what Perot
sees as the needed guidance to
become the Chief Executive.
Stockdale ran Ronald
Reagan's California campaign in
1980; this act caused him to be one
of the most respected members of
the Republican party.
On the other hand, Stockdale' s experience will hardly help
him if he were to become the next
Vice President. Coupled with his
lack of exposure, he has a problem
in his most basic ideal: he is unwilling to compromise any of his principles.
And so, we must address
the question again: Will Perot's
decision to rejoin the race really
affect the election? In light of the
1 act that most people do not intend
to vote for Perot, for whatever rea
son, it doesn't seem that his announcement will have much impact. And, there are still many
people living within the Fairfield
Bubble and elsewhere who have
•bared the view that one sophoi. PH asked to comment had:" He s
i

i
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Why We Don't Vote
A Few Reasons WbyPoliticians
Don't WonryAboiit Young Voters
Helen Shaw
Staff Witer
Are you doing it? Is
anyone doing it? Kevin Casey is
doing it because, he says," I enjoy
it, and maybe because I'm a poli
tics dork."
Statistically, a majority
of those in the eighteen to tweny
four age group do not vote in elections. This age group can signifi
caei-l> influence the election, yet,
man)' do not choose to exercise
their right to vote. Many Fairfield
students who support this statistic
did not want to be quoted, but
there are some politically con
cerned students on campus.
With such a close race
between an incumbent president,
a state governor, and now a Texan
businessman, all running in a time
of recession, one wonders if more
Americans will vote this year than
the usual fifty percent voter turnout. Voters in the eighteen to
twenty-four year-old bracket will
be voting for the person who will
be president when they graduate
from high school or college and
enter the work force. Will these
factors motivate more people to
vote?
Many view voting as a
citizen's duty. As sophomore
Kevin Garofoh stated," Voting is
not only a privilege, but a respon
sibility." Deb Black wood, a junior who will vote in the election,
shares this view of voting, "It's
our responsibility. So few of us
vote that I feel I should vote." She
believes that if one does not vote,
then he or she should not complain
about the government.
Some cast their vote as a
vote against another candidate,
especially since the candidates are

so close in the polls. One sophomore claims she is voting because,
"It's everyone's responsibility to
affect the way the country is work
ing; and I want Bush out of office."
Mark Beverly believes," Bush does
not deserve to be reelected to office." The close race, however, is
not necessarily a factor for some
voters. Mark Potters proudly declares, "I'd vote for Bush anyway "
The poor economy is a
majoi JVJSOJI *vhy some are voting
Steven Prue says, "We need abet
ter economy and a change. What
was done in the last four years was
not enough to give us what we
need."
Each voter has different
ideas for what politicians should
do to appeal more to the youngest
voters. Kevin Casey does not think
that more of a focus on issues would
raise our interest, "It's boring;
people don't like it. Who sits down
and watches McNeil/Lehrer? Clinton at least looked like he was
caring about the younger generation when he appeared on MTV
and Arsenio Hall, where he gets
good sound bites, which is all
Americans really focus on anyway."
Democrat Jo Docimo,
holds an opposite opinion and
believes, "Candidates neglect the
voting block that exists in the
younger generation. They should
address issues that concern us such
as: financial aid for higher educa
tion, drugs, alcohol, and other
social problems. In a few years we
will be in the real world and will
need to know what programs the
government will implement with
our taxes." Deb Blackwood also
thinks that politicians should,
work towards something that will
affect our generation."

Sex in the Time of AIDS: A Survey of Student Opinion
James Bcdor
Managing Editor
Students at Fairfield react
to the suggestion "let's talk about
sex (in the time of AIDS)" in a
number of different ways. Some
criticize the behavior of others.
Some express fear. Others scoff,
and claim that "we don't really talk
about that here." And some don't
respond at all.
This last reaction, however — to not respond at all — is
the most dangerous of all, many
believe. Especially in a campus
environment where a sense of
exclusion from the dangers of the
outside world can pervade.
"Students here, because
of their backgrounds, are very
uptight about sex. They are reluctant to be honest about it, I think,
because of their Catholicism, and
other reasons," said senior Chris
Menosky. Menosky is a resident

advisor in Loyola. "Sometimes
when people hook up here, it's with
someone they don't know well,
and they think, for whatever rea
son, they can't have a discussion
about AIDS."
"I don't think many
people think about it," said senior
Kevin Johnson, a member of the
AIDS Awareness group of Peer
Counseling. "People think we're
somehow safe here."
Senior Kevin Feeley said
he believes the environment of a
catholic university contributes to
people's hesitancy to openly dis
cuss AIDS and sexuality. "1 know
people don't worry about AIDS,"
he said. "Partly because it really
isn't a problem here, but also be
cause it's a Jesuit school, so offi
daily we say, 'Why talk about it?'
Sex isn't supposed to be going on
here, so why talk about AIDS?"
Feeley also distinguished
between individual and collective

views, and said that "individually
no one will say, no, I'm not concerned about AIDS,' but there is a
collective mentality that's a little
different."
Freshman Heather Wilson
said that she believes students don't
worry about a problem like AIDS
until they witness its effects close
to home. "I don't think people
really think about it much," she
said "I didn't think it existed in my
home town until I heard of some
cases there."
Other students disagreed,
however, and said that people at
Fairfield are concerned about
AIDS.
Sophomore Sheila Leary
said she believes 90% of Fairfield
students are "really concerned"
about AIDS. "People aren' t going
to sleep around too quickly any
more, and if they do, they use a
condom,' she said. "It's some
thing in the forefront of their minds,

not something to be fooled around
with."
"I'm terrified of it," said
senior Anne Marie Guglielmo. She
believes AIDS is a unique threat in
that it threatens everyone.
"Anyone can have it, no
matter what age, what class, what
background," she said. "It's especially dangerous at the college
level, where so many people are
so irresponsible."
Senior Crystal LaVoie
said the threat has led her to realize
the importance of protection "I'm
more adamant about condoms,"
she said.
But still, many students
said they believed students at
Fairfield do not take the threat of
AIDS seriously. Menosky expressed this concern when he said:
"People here\don't take drinking
seriously because no one has died
yet. Well maybe it'll take the
same thing with AIDS,but 1 don't

think that's a very realistic atti
tude."
NOTE: See the Editor's note
inside regarding the problems be
hind this and other articles in this

.edition,
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An IrfoflftPEi Interview

Davidson Achieves Life-Long Dream

A Note From the Editor

Welcome back to the IEg&ffl. I hope you enjoy our
second edition.
Unfortunately, this edition is not as good as it could
Sophomore Wins Shot at Jeopardy
have
been.
The MJfjfn staff, despite their efforts, ran into
Elizabeth Hughes
the letter arrived, informing Scott all guaranteed $5,000. When 1
some
stone
walls
during the past two weeks.
that he was chosen to tryout in the asked Scott what his winnings
Staff Writer
Originally we scheduled an article on racial tension
final round for the 1993 Jeopardy might be, he immediately replied.
Hold on to your seats College Championship. His "$25,000 dollars of course. Would at Fairfield almost one year after the "Dolan Incident," in
Fairfield. There may be a treat dreams were coming true.
you expect less? I shall bring home which someone wrote racial slurs on the door of two minorWhen asked what at- $25,000, or more, and the cham
coming for all avid Jeopardy
ity students. Unfortunately, the reporter assigned to the task
watchers. Here, at our modest tracted him to Jecpardy in the first pion's trophy!"
discovered that almost no students or professors wanted to
school, lives Scott Davidson, a po- place, Scott replied, "Jeopardy
In the meantime, Scott is discuss the issue.
tential Jeopardycontestant. Scott, actually carries out the ideal aim of very active both on the Fairfield
It appears as though the prevelance of "political cortelevision — to entertain as well as campus and off. Living on the
originally from Chelmsford, Mas
rectness' has destroyed the ideals of free speech on campus.
educate the viewer."
Many students and professors also refused to talk to
Extremely confident that
our
reporters
on the record in reference to two other articles:
he will make the final 15 contestone on the role of women at Fairfield, and another about the
ant cut, Scott has asked many prothreat of AIDS at Fairfield.
fessors on campus to prepare brief
Many cited concern that they would insult some
summaries of various subjects and
topics, in order to prepare overall.
individual or group with their opinion. The result, however,
While his strengths are in math,
is that we are forced to avoid controversial topics due to lack
entertainment, and sports, Scott
of information.
feels that his weaknesses are Eng
Restrictions on speech are harmful when they hinder
lish, Art, and the Humanities
the free exchange of ideas and opinions pertaining to controBesides traveling to Los
versial topics of interest and importance to everyone. Though
Angeles, and experiencing the
the
emergence of political correctness can be beneficial in its
JeopardyliSe, Scott intends to win
Photo: K.Guterl
ideal
form, in reality it becomes a tool for censorship, and a
mega money and meet other
major hindrance to the exploration of crucial issues.
sachusetts, is now a sophomore "EXTRAORDINARY' students Community Service floor of Re
And so this edition of the B&SEg} is not as good as it
majoring in math. His Jeopardy like himself. Perhaps the best gis, Scott helps serve the neigh
tale b egan on a frigid winter night... summation of his hopes are ex- boring communities on a daily could have been. We could not present an article about racial
All snuggled at the feet of pressed in his own words, "I aim to basis. As floor governor, he is an tension at Fairfield. Not everyone shared their opinion with
his mother, Scott avidly watched prove to the world that I am the active member of the ER.HG, he us about the threat of AIDS at Fairfield, and not everyone
the television and absorbed all he smartest collegiate student alive!" sings in the Glee Club and the would speak to us about the role of women at Fairfield, for
Beginning on Friday Chamber Singers, and manages to fear of retribution.
heard. never realizing that he would
work in the library every evening.
one day dare to try for the Jeop- October 30th, the Jeopardytry
Yet, this edition, in my opinion, is stronger than the
Well, Fairfield students,
outs will test Scott's knowledge
ardy title.
first.
All
of the articles presented deal with issues of national
After years of viewing the first in a 50 question test and then our school name may go down in
concern
on a local level. The role of women, voting
show faithfully, Scott decided to in a mock Jeopardy contest. If, Jeopardy history. According to
behavior,
Ross Perot, AIDS, and even the show Jeopardy
begin his campaign. Sending ex- rather WHEN, Scott makes it, the Scott, we have no worries because
areall
topics
of both national and local interest The writing
actly 100 postcards to the Jeop- actual taping will occur on Febru- as he says, "I'vebeen waiting for
is
sharp
(though
it could always be better), the enthusiasm of
///v/j^College Championships this ary 22 and 23, lasting ten days. All this chance for a long time and 1
the
staff
remains,
and the effort is there.
past summer, Scott boosted his the contestants are guaranteed SHALL NOT LOSE!" Stand by
and
prepare
to
cheer
Scott
on!
Till
next
time,
enjoy! And respond. -Jim Bodor
chances. Then, drum roll please... $1,000 and the semi-finalists are
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YOUR
l-RIENDS
TOTALLY

GOURMET FOODS
RESTAURANT

ouTinzurouM
THEMSELVES
Tl IROLIGII
THE MAGIC
OF
SUGGESTION

You aregei ling
uer-iy, ver-ru.
sleepy, but,
not to sleepy
to attend

WELCOME STUDENTS &> PARENTS
Come Enjoy Our Homemade Soups,
Desserts, Breads, and Favorite Entrees of the
Owner/Chef, Peter Jiser 1990 FFU Grad

THE DAN LAROSA
COMEDY
HYPNOSIS SHOW
The worlds fastest
and funniest
demonstration
of hypnosis
DIRTRIBirrFD BY DAN LAROSA HUMOROUS HYPNOSIS SHOWS (203) 235-8127

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20 IN THE OAK ROOM
SHOWTIME: 8:00 PM
SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP: 9:00 PM
FREE ADMISSION
SPONSORED BY PEER COUNSELING AS PART OF
ALOOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

LSAT
MCAT
GMAT
GRE
DON'T FORGET...

Hours:
, Mori-Sat Lunch 11:30-2:30
Mori-Sal Dinner 5:30-10pm

57 Unquowa Road,
Fairfield
256-8933

TRYFAIRFIELDS NEWEST CONTINENTAL RESTAURANT
LOCATED DOWNTOWN NEAR MOVIE THEATRE OFF POST RD.

SAVESS

These Courses are
offered on campus by your
Continuing Education
Department
Repeat these
courses Home FREE
Call 1-800-735-Prep

WE DON'T NEED ALOT OF ROOM
TO TELL YOU HOW GOOD JERSEY
MIKE'S SUBS ARE...

KAPLAN
255-4430

TICK TACKTOE
Cocktail Dresses, Silver Jewelry,
Cottons & Ethnic Specials

Msfe#
CiAMTSiZE

SUBMARINES
* SALADS

Naot/Birkenstocks repaired

Visa/Mastercard/Amex
Gift Wrapping Available

. . ... ....
Shipping Available

1700 Post Rd., Fairfield • Heritage Square • 259-7373
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An Jlfcffiim Opinion

Battling the Evil Roadways of Connecticut
Jennifer Mosillo
Staff Writer
A friend of mine was
driving on 1-95 last year, hoping Lo
get back in time to watch " All My
Children" when, out of nowhere, a
state trooper decided to pay him a
little visit. He pulled onto the shoul
der just after exit 18 and fumbled
for his license and registration...
"May I help you, Officer?"
"Son, do you know how
fast you were going?"
He knew exactly how fast
he was going. "Um, no, sir."
"72 mph. I'm going to
have to give you a ticket."
My friend shook his head
in disbelief at the amount. $198?
He later figured out that it was
$11.50 for each mph he had gone
over the speed limit. If the cop had
only known why he was speeding,
he probably would've let it go.
This same friend, charming boy that he is, annoyingly
reminds me (every time that I get
behind the wheel) that I am a "New
York Driver." What exactly is a
New York Driver anyway? If I
logically take the phrase apart,
word by word, then yes, I guess I
am. But I don't think that it's sup
posed to be a compliment. So, as a
New York Driver, I guess 1 have
the authority to tell you a little bit
about how I see driving in Con
necticut...
Let me take you on a little

Driving in Connecticut.
trip around lower Fairfield County.
Coming from where I live, I take 195 East to exit 22. Yet before I
reach this point, I am already inun
dated with the hassles of Connecticut driving. For example, when I
cross the New York-Connecticut
border, I am welcomed with con
struction all over 95. When 1 came
for my interview two years ago,
there was construction on 95.
According to my father, there was
construction on 95 twenty years
ago. Enough already. It makes me
glad that I'm not paying taxes in
this state.
When I approach the surrounding exits of this area, I cannot
help but notice that the exits get
closer and closer together. I think
it's very convenient to have so
much access to the highway, but
the distance between exits 19 and
23 is all of two-and-a half miles.

FREE SMALL
CHEESE PIZZA

I

Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Offer Or Coupon
With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

Photo: K.Guterl

And all of them essentially put you
onto the Post Road.
Don't get me wrong; I
like the rest stops. Just a word of
caution though: if you're getting
on the ramp for 95 East from Round
Hill Road, don't try to get over to
Mcdonald's. You'll get hit by a
huge eighteen-wheeler. For some
unknown reason, the designer of
this lovely stretch decided to put a
truck stop right in the middle of the
ramp.
Now I've made the left
onto Round Hill, coming towards
campus. I naturally come to a
"rolling stop" at the red octagon
(we don't really take those seri
ously in New York) and I am almost
smashed by a Saab, whose driver
has not yet caught the concept of a
four-way stop sign. So I drive
along, hoping that my heart beat
will return to normal sometime in

_J

ONE LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
$

7.00

With The Purchase Of Any Large
Pizza With One
Or More...

\

2.00 OFF

I

Any Other Offer Or Coupon
With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

Mm
Delivery

12.00

I

Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Offer Or Coupon

NEW!

Cannot Be Combined With
Any Other Offer Or Coupon
With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

With This Coupon • Expires 11/30/92

Delivery

I
IVe Accept Competitors Coupons

GRINDERS

PIZZA
Small
6.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.75
7.75
7.25

3 Cheese: fncolla Grated Moiraiello

9.15

Sliced Tomato
Broccoli
Spinach
Broccoli Special

7.25
7.25
7.25
8.60

Large
9.00
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
10.25
11.00
11.00
10.25
10.25
10.25
1025
10.25
10.25
10.25
12.70
10.25
10.25
10.25
11.85

8.25
9.25

11.50
12.75

12.00

15.75

Mozzarella
Extra Mozzarella
Sausage
Pepperoni
Meatballs
Peppers
Onions
Bacon
Clams
Fresh Garlic

Olives

7.25

Eggplant
Mushrooms
Anchovies
Hoi Cherry Peppers
Pineapple

7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25

(fcoccol. Gioted Cheeie Sliced lomolo

GCKIIC)

2 Items
3 Hems

Nol Including Sp«t njlly Hfmi

Pizza Works

ISauiOQe Peppefoni. Meolfotli Bocon. Peppeu. Onions. Muihiooniil

Meatball
4.00
Sausage
4.00
Meatball & Sausage 4.25
Eggplant Parmigiana 4.25
Chicken Parmigiana 4.25
Veal Parmigiana.... 4.75
All prices Include lax

Salami 8t Cheese ... 4.00
Coldcut Combo
4.25
Ham & Cheese
4.00
Tuna
4.25
Extra Cheese
50
All cold grinders with cheese,
lettuce, tomato A onions

1.60
5.50
4.25
150

(Coke. Sprite. Sunklsl. Diet Coke)
2 Liters 2.50

Chips... .55
Side of Meatballs ...
Side ol Sausage
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread -c*~>...

Columbo No Fat
All Natural
Yogurt

FAIRFIELD CENTER
1512 Post Road
Fairfield, CT

255-0303
JUMBO CALZONES

DINNERS
Spaghetti or Zltl wth sauce
Spaghetti or Zitl wth meatballs
Spaghetti or Zitl wth sausage
Spaghetti or Ziti wth meat sauce
Spaghetti or Ziti wth mushrooms
Lasagna
Slutted Shells
Manlcotli
Baked Zitl
Eggplant Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
Chicken Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
Veal Parmigiana with spaghetti or ziti
All Dinners include Salad 4 Bread

£75
5.50
5.50
5.50
6.50
£-76
6f0
g-fjj
5
5°
5.75
8.75
9.75

Ricoita & Mozzarella
Broccoli. Ricoila 8i Mozzarella
Spinach. Ricorta 6V Mozzarella
Ham, Ricolta & Mozzarella
Meatball & Mozzarella
Mushroom In Mozzarella
Sausage i. Mozzarella
Pepperoni 8i Mozzarella
Bacon 8t Mozzarella
Eggplant 6t Mozzarella
Extra Item
Sauce on the side

HOURS

EXTRAS
Small Salad
Anllpasto
Large Salad
Soda .......... „.... •

PIZZA
WORKS

*

TWO LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
$

ANY LARGE PIZZA

mate wanted doughnuts, I dutifully decide to go to Grand Union.
So, I take Stillson back towards
Post Road. It's funny; the trip is
maybe a mile to the shopping
center, but the road changes names
three times (from Stillson to North
Benson to South Benson). Try
giving directions to someone who
doesn't know that.
For a change of scenery 1
drive back to campus by way of
Unquowa Road. Going down Post
West I pass the Exxon station,
where 1 remember the time I made
a left onto Post from there (bad
idea) and came within an inch of
one of those "let me stop short in
the middle of the lane" people I
love so much. It was only a few
weeks ago and a friend of mine
was up visiting... let's just put it
this way—he got out alive and 1
don't think he's ever coming back
here.
The ride up Unquowa is
fine until 1 get to the turn for Bar
low Road. Tell me, what is the pur
pose of putting a cement block
with a tiny stop sign smack in the
middle of an intersection? 1 could
see if it saved money or something.
But it doesn't (and from the con
struction on 95,1 don't think sav
ing money is an issue).
As 1 pull into campus and
smack the bottom of my car on the
speed bump by the pond, 1 have
come to one small revelation: per
haps I should ve just left my car at
home.

*
tf

Cannot Be Combined With

-L—L
$

this century, and opps— while
looking at the personalized license
plate on the forest green Volvo in
front of me, 1 missed the Jagues
entrance. No big deal; I'll just keep
going on Round Hill, and make
rights whenever 1 can get in. Uhoh. I may see the buildings of the
Dolan complex on my right, but
the lovely 12-ft. fence is sort of
blocking my access to campus. So,
I drive another ten minutes until I
realize the school grounds ended
five miles back.
By some freak chance
I've found Stillson Road, and I've
decided to make a left because I
remember that my roommate
wanted me to pick up some quality
food at Dunkin Donuts. Making a
right into Black Rock Turnpike is
always a blast because someone
inevitably decides to stop when
the light is yellow. After near
fender-bender number two, I'm on
Black Rock, in the left lane. Not a
wise choice. In most states the left
lane is used for acceleration. In
Connecticut, it's just the opposite.
So, as 1 jam on my breaks for the
guy who's decided last minute to
go to Cinzano's for dinner. I can't
help but laugh when he gets a ticket
for crossing the double yellow line.
I then do the same (I'm from New
York, remember?) and pull into
the exit-only lane for Dunkin
Donuts. Of course, since it's past
5:00,1 should have realized that it
would be closed.
Knowing that my room

mmmgomm^_!

150
1.90
100
1.75

Can
1 Liter
2 Liter
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75
1.50
2.50

Monday thru Thursday 11:00 AM - 11:00 PM
Friday & Saturday 11:00 AM - 12 Midnight
Sunday 11:00 AM 11:00 PM
AH prices include tax

6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
7.00
6.50
100
50
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Fairfield Grapples with the Role
of Women on Campus
Helen M. Shaw
Staff Writer

Fairfield University,
founded in 1942 as a male univer
sity, has been enrolling women
students for twenty-two years now.
Since 1970, the presence of women
in the faculty and student body has
increased, but according to a
sample of professors, but according to a sample of professors, there
are not enough women in influential positions. Evidence of this inequity, they argue, can be seen in
the administration, faculty, and
student organizations.
Students have noticed that
although many women are active
in Fairfield University's Student
Association, FUSA has never had
a female president. There have
been women chairs in committees
such as the Salary Committee and
the Academic Council, but males
dominate at the administrative
level.
At Fairfield's under
graduate level, there are more
women in the instructor and assistant positions than there are in the
higher ranking positions of associ
ate and professor. The male to
female ratios in the following full
time positions are: assistants, 40
36; associates 31-11; and professors, 41 10.
Dr. Alan Katz comments
that, "There are not enough women
in the faculty, but in another five
years, that will change drain all
cally. There are reasons why there
are less women to be found in the
higher ranks. A Large number of
the faculty are men, but this is a
reflection that most women are
new members of the faculty." Katz
stresses the importance of women
aspiring to become prolessionals.
such as doctors, lawyers, and professors, and of the need for female
role models.
It is interesting to note

that Dr. Katz began teaching at
Fairfield the year that the first coed class entered, and in the twenty
three years he has been here, there
has never been a female commencement speaker. Dr. Katz
suggested, "For the next twenty
three years, we should have women
graduation speakers to make up
for the past."
Professor Lucy Katz said,
" Even though women are respected
as scholars, there are not enough
[of them] in influential positions
here due to a glass ceiling." Professor Lucy Katz cites the "glass
ceiling'' as a problem in many
institutions; women are allowed
in, but seem to rise only so far.
Concerning the promotion of awareness about women's
issues, Professor Lucy Katz com
mented," We don't probe the real
status of women here; the faculty
does not talk about it enough.
Things are happening, but there's
a long way to go. There could be
more sensitivity to what equality
really means."
Sr. Anne Flood, S.C.
believes there is a "climate of
equality at Campus Ministry."
Fairfield's Campus Ministry offers a myriad of opportunities to
volunteer in community service,
and Sr. Flood says that, "The op
portunities for women to become
active in different ministries such
as soup kitchens, [clinics and
homes, ect] are equal. Even though
there may be more women in some
ministries, this is just a reflection
of society."
The role of women in the
world has been changing and con
sequently, "theinfluence of women
in the Church is a burning issue,
and an important issue that should
be explored more," said Sr. Flo «1
One can witness the
changes in society and the Church
here at Fairfield. Many of last
year's newly inducted Eucharistic

Ministers had already served in
that role at their home parishes. Fr.
Hayes, who has since left to com
plete his training as a Jesuit, re
marked that this was the first group
of students he trained who were
allowed as young adults to serve
their Church in this manner while
still in high school.
This evidence of changes
occurring in the Church provokes
questions of its future. Sr. Flood
observes, since young women are
now filling positions as Lectors
Eucharistic Ministers, and Ushers
they "surely must be raising un
spoken questions about opportuni
ties; for them to become more
prominent in the future of the
Church." She concluded by say
ing, "One wonders how the ener
gies that are harnessed here in the
young women who hold respon
sible roles can be channeled into
making a difference in the leader
ship of the Church. What does the
future entail for women who are
now involved in Campus Minis
try? Will they make a difference in
our Church as it needs change?"
The Women's Resource
Center is striving for change at
Fairfield. WRC, established by
Dr. Elia Chepaitis in 1987, is a
group of faculty, administrative and
clerical staff, and student repre
sentatives, along with an adjunct
position. There is a total of seven
teen members; six are faculty, three
are students. They meet once a
month and continuously plan for
programs and speakers that will
contribute to a greater awareness
of women's issues. Dr. Betsy
Bowen, the Chair of WRC, said
she hopes this campus "continues
to grow as a supportive and com
fortable environment for both men
WJ women; Dr. Chepaitis called
the women faculty a "powerhouse
of talent" that will cultivate a sec
ond generation of excellent and
talented wome
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FantasiesAbout Gilligan 's Island
and Other Childhood Traumas
James Bodor
Managing Editor

I have a problem I'm a
little concerned about. Sure, in
the past I've confessed to some
pretty troubling things, like early
pattern baldness, paranoia regarding naked Jesuits, and sexual
yearnings for grandmother-aged
women. But this time, I have a
big problem, a problem that has
not only plagued me and my dreams but also has befuddled every
psychologist, philosophy professor, and theologian I've ever spoken to
about it Some call it a metaphysical problem, others a deviate fantasy,
others a form of sublimation of hidden desires. No matter what they
say, however, I can't escape the problem. It haunts my every move, my
every thought. It is an overwhelming desire that I just can't escape. So
what is it? I'm embarrassed even to mention it. It's just too strange, I
blush at the thought of it...oh well, here it goes, I'll confess:
I wish I could be trapped on Gilligan's Island.
Picture it. The Skipper, the Professor, Mary Ann, Ginger,
Thurston Howell the III, Lovey, Gilligan, and me, all trapped on the
same island, battling fear and foe, the elements and enemies, intrusion
and isolation. I could live in my own grass hut, eat coconuts all day,
fish with Gilligan, ponder the world with the Professor, and hit on
Ginger like everyone else. I could descend into a volcano, kill a shark
with my own hands, and learn the languages of the natives that
sometimes visit.
Now please do not be mistaken, this is no prurient fantasy, this
desire of mine. I have no wish to defoil the goodness of the group, no
tyrannical wishes, no nighttime fantasies. That is not the point at all.
Rather, the point is - I love those guys. And I've always felt
so damn bad for them. I want to help them out. I want to inspire the
Professor the new nights, to motivate Gilligan, to protect Ginger and
Mary Ann, to teach the Ho wells to appreciate somthing other than
money, and to get the Skipper to stop blaming himself. It wasn't his
fault, after all! There such a pitiful bunch, somebody has to help them!
This is not a new fantasy of mine, either, la sixth grade
geography I was asked what to do in the event of a hurricane or other
storm. How can we protect ourselves in such a storm, I was asked.
My mind raced, I searched for a suitable answer. What to do?
What to do? Then I remembered the Gilligan's Island when they were
hit with a storm while on a ship, trying to escape the island (they never
made it of course). What did they do?
1 would tie myself to a pole,' 1 answered.
Needless to say that wasn't the correct answer.
"Where did you get that idea?" the teacher asked.
1
They did that on Gilligan's Island," I said.
For the rest of the year my friends called me Island boy. This
proves, though, that this great empathy I feel for Gilligan and his
buddies has existed since the earliest days of my childhood. And it
continues to bother me more than 1 can explain. Why did they end up
on the island, why not me? They don't deserve that, I said. It should
be me, not them. They're such wonderful people, I insisted. I have
developed a kind of survivor's guilt, in fact. I can't believe it happened
to them, and not me.
Anyway, what can I do? lhavenoidea I guess I'll just sit right
back and hear a tale...

Where is That?

Guess the location of the item in the picture below. Mail your guess to BoxAA, in
care of Extra. Tie winner, chosen bylottery, will receive a Iree Pizzeria Uno Pizza from the
Stag-Her Inn, courtesy oiJim Bodor andthe Mirror. Mirrorstaff isnoteligible.
Congratulations to senior Christine Moscbetta, of Townhouse 12S. Sheguessed
Bellarmine Hallcorrettly. Thanks to everyone who guessed, the response was huge! Please
tryagain.
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Commentary

Congratulations, Get
Out.
Yetanothergreat Townhouse Policy.
Nick Ritrivi
Commentary Editor
Graduation day, yet another day of problems and heartache for townhouse residents.
You spend four hard, grueling (lately boring) years at
Fairfield, you knowingly and voluntarily decide to live at the
townhouses your senior year and what happens? You get booted
out of your house four hours after you receive your diploma.
In yet another series of "townhouse policies", a current
policy tells seniors that because of dangerous bonfires set last year
after graduation, they must vacate their homes the day of graduation. This policy insures that bonfires and other dangerous type
acts will not occur the night of graduation.
Looking down the road, here is what this policy means
for seniors, living at the townhouses, on graduation day.
May 23, 1993 agenda:
- 1PM graduation ceremonies end.
- 1:15PM get diploma, say goodbye to friends you have lived with the last four years.
- 1:25 PM run to townhouse.
- 1:30 PM give parents wristbands so they can drink from the keg and you don't get thrown
out of your house four hours early.
-1: 30 PM pop Champagne - make sure grandparents are legal (in case of spot check)
- 1:35 PM put non alcoholic beverages in noticeable area.
2PM Eat food and take pictures (really fast)
- 2:45 PM RA spot check - make sure housemate is at keg.
- 2 . 50 PM kick everyone out, Say to parents "get used to this feeling after I get married."
- 3 PM change, sober up - (put coffee on).
- 3:10 PM pack everything in your house, put it in car.
- 4:00PM clean entire house.
4:30 PM find RA get riffed out.
4:45 PM say goodbye to housemates, don't get too emotional - not enough time.
4:59 PM departure.
Now that sounds like a great way to spend your graduation day.Is this the thanks we get for
pumping $18,000 a year into this school?Not only is this policy insensitive to the students, it is a slap
in the face to the parents, the real people who look forward to graduation day.
This policy shows us what the administration really thinks about us students and our
families. Once that last check clears, have a nice life and get out. Something must be done, and it
must be done immediately. UNITE (University Townhouse Experience) better think about confront
ing the administration this semester and as soon as possible. Forget about this great new name for
FUTA , let's see results pronto.
If it's one thing we have seen over and over again at Fairfield, any type of change which the
student body calls for happens over a long period of time. If we wait to confront the administration
about this issue next semester, townhouse residents may as well get those suitcases ready for a May
23rd departure.
Back on November 11, 1976 Geri Morrissey, the Managing Editor of The Voice (the
newspaper which existed on this campus before the Mirror) stated, "college students, here...spend
four years of their lives...patiently and humiliatingly told no no' when we, the concerned, surface to
disagree with some aspect of university policy."
Well, 16 years later, the administration continues to say "no, no" with regard to alcohol
policies and housing policies. It continues to neglect student concerns. Don't be stupid, don't say "no
no" to a compromise regarding this policy .The last memory students have of college is graduation
day. Forcing students to leave school on this day will not only receive negative criticism from
parents and relatives, but will also make students question how sincere this Fairfield "Family"
(AKA the administration) really is.
These people that you want to kick out on graduation day are the same people who plan on
talking about Fairfield and it's administration for years to come, be it at work, at school or with
friends. .
Changing this policy will not only make life easier for townhouse residents, but will restore
a respect for the administration which townhouse seniors and their families no longer have.

Name That Goon
Over the past week, with all that's been going on around campus and in the news, we here at
the Mirror have found some rock/music lyrics which make us wonder who really sang and wrote
them. It's pretty confusing, so why don 't you try and find out who wrote what
"E\vry breathyou take, every mow you make, I'll be watching you. " The Police in" Every Breath you Take" or a town of Fairfield police officer during the ever
important beach patrol on Friday night.
"NobodygetsolTin thistown, they oughta just tear it down, causeinthe winter you freeze and
in the summeryouiry the utilitybill' stheonlything thatgets high... " Garth Brooks on "Nobody Gets off in this Town" or a Fairfield student living at the townhouses
this year."
"Poor men wanna be rich, rich men wanna be king anda king aim satisfied till he rules
everything."
Bruce Springsteen on" Badlands" or Ross Perot talking about himself at Sunday's Presidential
debate.
" Theylike toput us down and keep us down till weieelnogoodat all. Then they tell us that
we re stupid, that wegot no sense at all. " John M ell en camp on "They're so Tough" or Townhouse residents talking about the administration
and the really cool townhouse policies it created this year.
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On The Soapbox
Shattering The Dolan Myth
Nicole Rivard
Guest Iftiter
Back over the summer when everyone was choosing what
dorm they wanted to live in, the majority of people probably wrote
Dolan as their last choice. There were also some unhappy students
who received a "bad" lottery number and didn't have a choice.
Why is it that Dolan seems so unappealing to most people?
I'd like to try and emphasize the good qualities and shatter the
myth about Dolan.
Contrary to popular belief, the walk to the campus center only
takes about 10 to 15 minutes. At times it is rather annoying but on
a nice day it's quite enjoyable. It's a good source of exercise for
those worried about the freshman fifteen. In my opinion the build
ing is one of the more attractive ones.
The study lounge is also attractive and it is a useful alter
native to the library. It is really a nice place to study because there
is little distraction.
The rooms are agreeable to most and some are even
equipped with their own sinks. These rooms also offer cable
television. This is a benefit to the person dedicated to their favorite
sitcom and also to the sports enthusiasts.
Inside Dolan you will also find the infirmary. It may not
seem like a big deal now but, when you're sick and you need
medicine right away, it is an advantage to the Dolan resident to
know that it's right in the building .It is safe to say that some people
will never see Dolan in a positive light. These are the people who
shake their head and roll their eyes in sympathy when they ask you
where you live and you reply Dolan.
They're the same people who laugh and snicker at your
reply and who make jokes about you taking the "loser cruiser" to
classes. But those people don't have any facts to back their
opinions.
They don't know because they themselves don't live here.

The Debate: No
Clear Winner
Jen E. Edwards
Assistant CommentaryEditor

I listened to the Presidential debate while driving back
from Washington DC. on Sunday night.
Not one of the three candidates stood out as a clear
winner, in fact, the applause was so equal I was convinced that
the producers held up signs asking for the audience to clap.
About the candidates, Ross Perot is very annoying when
you can't see his face (his voice is so grating that it dissuades you
from voting for him).
He made a few jokes about his ears and not having experience in
increasing a three trillion debt. Agreed, but, what does he have
experience in?
Mr. Perot is a billionaire, he is used to spending a lot of
money. Why then, should the American voter think that he will
not spend a lot of taxpayer's money?
I don't trust a man who drops out of the race only to
reenter it three months later. His only accomplishment is taking
away votes from Bush and Clinton.
Bill Clinton wished a happy 17th anniversary to Hillary
and thanked his daughter for being there. Was that motion meant
to show the voters that Bill has family values? Is it me or does
Bill Clinton look like a gray haired Potsie Webber?
Clinton's character has come under fire recently for his
ami American rallies in England and his trips to the Soviet Union
during the Vietnam War. Colonel Powell stated," Bill Clinton
would not be allowed into the army because of his integrity or
lack thereof. So why should he be allowed to be commander in
chief?"
The new Time magazine cover slates," Why the voters
don't trust Clinton." The remaining nineteen days of the cam
p.iign will be Clinton's test.
The only highlight of Bush's talks were when he
stressed "personal behavior" over the AIDS question and Magic
Johnson leaving the Presidential Commission. I grieve for AIDS
uctims who receive the virus through a blood transfusion. I
grieve for Magic Johnson's wife and baby, they are innocent
victims.
However, Magic Johnson had sex with 5000 women,
that's how he received AIDS. The average American hasn t slept
with 5000 other people, they are not likely to get AIDS.
President Bush was right. It is a matter of personal
behavior.All in all, the debates were a disappointment as usual. I
hope they decide to change the format and allow candidates to
ask each other questions.
Candidates also need more time to answer questions.
Two minutes isn' t enough to outline the intricacies of a health
care policy.
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You PAY ALMOST

$20,000
To Go HERE.
...Why not get your money's worth & help create a
new tradition for Fairfield Universty!
The Stag-Her Inn is changing their name and
we're asking YOU for your suggestions; drop off
any you might have in the FUSA office.
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Arts and Entertainment

TZeyCMledHim
"Mr. Lacty"
Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
"Adam and Eves paradise
lasted only six hours." Dante
"The only true paradise is
the one we have lost." - Proust
"I just lost five grand in six
minutes at the craps table." The
guy sitting next to me in Atlantic
City this weekend wearing the
Mr. Lucky' T-shirt
If I had only met Mr. Lucky a half-hour earlier, perhaps he could
have reminded me about the Cardinal Rule of Gambling, the one I had
completely forgotten as I sat, head slumped down at the roulette
table,sobbing quietly at four thirty AM Saturday morning. The Rule
that states, "No matter how absolutely sure you are that you are going
to win, you will lose."
Where was Mr. Lucky when, eyes wild, throat like sandpaper, 1
bet every last dime I had (I won't go in to just how much that was; let's
just say I'll be working loading crates for UPS seven nights a week (12
5AM) for the rest of my life) that the lousy little ball would land on a
number between seventeen and thirty-six? It had to, you see, because
the last ten numbers in a row or so had all come up between one and
sixteen. Do you realize the odds on that happening again?
Maybe I should set the stage for you a little.
The crowd stumbling around the gambling tables in Atlantic
City at four-thirty in the morning can be roughly divided into three
groups.
1. Mafioso types with three fingers on each hand
2. Midgets in leisure suits.
3. Guys like Mr. Lucky, who can usually be found either projec
tile vomiting on the craps table or trying to pawn his grandson's iron
lung to the cashier.
So I had no sane friend to turn to when the woman behind the
wheel called out the only words that terrify me more than the phrase,
The Hee Haw Reunion Special.":
"Seven. Red seven."
Now, I've never been hit in the crotch with a crowbar before, but
I'll bet the feeling is comparable to how I felt when that number was
called. I only realized my unbearable despair when I turned to the Mr.
later that morning and confided, "1 haven't felt this awful since 1 saw
that Ronald Reagan film."
This, I ve decided, is my only non UPS option: hitchike Iret- u.
California, eat like Mahatma Gandhi on the way out, and appear on
The Price Is/tight when I get there.
Even given that, the only way I can win all my money back is to
play "Plinko" on stage, drop every chip into the $5000 slot, go on to
win both showcases, and pickpocket Rod Roddy on my way out.
Going my way?
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What's Up At The Quick Center
Beth Scribner

StaiT miter
* * Tomorrow night, Friday,
at 8PM, three energetic singing
sisters will take hold of the Quick
Center Main Stage. This trio, The
Roches, hit the American Folk
Circuit while still in their teens
and released their first album in
1975. Since then, the three women
have made eight albums for four
different record companies and
have toured extensively around the
United States. Their performances
have been described as "musical
and verbal fireworks" and sound
like a real fun time. Their brother,
singer David Roche, will open up
for his sisters.
Tickets are $20 with discounts available for students (at a
50% discount!), senior citizens and
groups. As is always the case, $5
student rush tickets will be available twenty four hours before the
start of the performance.
* * * If you forgot to pick up
your free tickets in the Campus
Center to hear Michael Dukakis
speak on Politics and Election ' 92,
you can still get one at the Quick
Center box office if there are any
left. These tickets go on sale to the
teneral public today at noon for
5, but students can still get them
from free. Dukakis will speak
about this year's election at the
Quick Center at 8PM on Tuesday,
Oct. 20th.

Jazz bassist Brian Torff and his band will kick off this
series of " nightclub events" at the Black Box next
Thursday night at 7:30 and 9:30PM

The concert is called" Brian
Torff and Friends." The friends
consist of three prominent musi
cians: drummer Warren Odze,
guitarist Saul Rubin, and Billy
Drews on the saxophone.
Torff himself is an accomplished musician and composer.
Besides leading the Fairfield Uni
versity jazz ensemble and having
***Next Thursday nite, Oct. taught music history for three years,
22. with two performances, at 7:30 Torff has played in major jazz
and 9 30PM, jazz bassist Brian festivals all over the world per
"*< ili v*. ill begin this years series
termed at the White House, on the
•■A Nightclub events" in the Black
Tonight Show, and he has al^o
Bex theater. There is a $5 admis
recorded two solo albums.
sion for students, and $10 for the
The "Torff and Friends"
general public. Students over 21
concert on the 22nd will feature
may bring their own alcohol and
alternative music, some jazz, and
have it served to them during the
" spontaneous interaction between
concert.

instruments," which means the
group will take a popular song,
such as the Beatles' LucyintheSty
With Diamonds, and play it spon
taneously in a different way.
"After all," said Torff,
" Improv is what jazz and Ameri
can music are all about."
Come see what Torff and his
friends are about. The first concert
is at 7:30PM and the other starts at
9:30PM, on Thursday, Oct. 22.
''1 The exhibit in the Walsh
frailer)', Fairfield Collects: Loans
From Friends of Fairfield," is still
being shown, and will continue
until Oct. the 31st. See the article
in this section for must information.

In Televised Debate: A Wooden Bill Clinton, A
Nervous George Bush & A Winner: Ross Perot
Nick kilnvi

Commentary Editor
Ross Perot won the first
Presidential debate on Sunday
October 11.
Not only was Perot amusing , but he sparked the most viewer
interest.
Now, don't get me wrong,
Perot knows nothing about running a government. He should by
no means be elected. But, of all
three candidates, he was the most
relaxed and spoke his mind.
Clinton seemed stiff,
Bush seemed nervous. Perot
seemed as if he was having a great
time.
As far as the overall debate, the American audience
learned little to nothing about the
candidates' policies (as is usually
the case). However it was fun to
see each candidate contradict them
selves on national television.
Bush attacked Clinton's
patriotism, a typical Republican
ploy to sway away from the econ
omy (Remember Bush's Ameri
can flag" campaign in 1988?) Get
out of that Cold War mentality
George. That was then, this is now.
Since when is it anti American to
speak your mind about certain is
sues (eg. holding anti war ral

about his 17th wedding anniver
sary and family values. What about
Gennifer Flowers?
Perot,like I said, was very
entertaining, but also contradicted
himself. He talked about how this
country needs to channel its' di
versity and turn it into a positive. I
think Ross forgot that he said (over
the summer) that
he would exclude
homosexuals
from the execu
live branch of
government if he
was elected.
DEMOCRATIC
The
PRESIDENTIAL
NOMINEE
debate was what
BILL CLINTON the American
public expected it
to be, pointless. If
you didn' t know
about Bush's
lies)? Freedom of speech is what economic plan
created this country over two going into the
debate, you sure
hundred years ago.
Clinton talked about his as hell don't
grandfather (how grandad gave him know about it
all those really neat family values today. Likewise,
which told him not hate people of if you didn't
different colors). Too bad he forgot know anything
to mention that he plays 18 holes at about Clinton's
an all white golf club and that he economic plan
thinks Mario Cuomo is Mafioso (the better of the
two, by the way),
(just like all Italians are).
Slick Willie also talked you know noth

ing about it now. I won't even talk
about Perot and his plan for the
economy.
Sunday night's event was
really just a chance for the Ameri
can public to see how the candi
dates hold up under pressure, how
they act in front of the camera, if
they can pout an a good show. 'Ihe

candidate that puts on the best act
wins, thus, the winner of round one
Perot.
The candidate who per
forms the best usually picks up the
most undecided votes. If you pick
up enough of these votes, you can
win the election. Case in point,

(continued to p. 16)

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!
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$2 OFF
SUPCRCUTS
FAIRFIELD
1202 Kings Highway Culoll
(in Ihe Circle Plaza)
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OJiver Stone's Next Movie
Based on Fairfield U. Speaker

The Fairfield Mirror

Perot Wins Debate
(continued from p. 15)

PR - Le Ly Hayslip, author
of "When Heaven Changed
Places," a bestseller which chron
icles her life during the Vietnam
War and is now being made into a
movie by Oliver Stone, will speak,
al Fairfield University's Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts on Tues
day, Oct. 27, at 8PM.
The free lecture is the second
in a series on" Major Women Writ
ers: A Celebration in Diversity."
Tickets are available at the Quick
Center Box Office, 254-4010,
Tuesday through Saturday, 11AM
through 4:30PM.
Born Phung Le Ly in 1949,
the youngest of six children of a
Vietnamese peasant family living
in Ky La, a village near Danang,
Le Ly Hayslip became a victim of
all sides of the war.
She experienced the terrifying violence of the French and
American armies; served as a lookout and messenger for the Viet
Cong and endured arrest and torture by the Saigon government police.
Finally sentenced to death by the Viet
Cong who accused her of becoming a government informer, she was raped and let go by the
two guerrillas assigned to carry out the execution.
According to Vietnamese tradition, no
girl so dishonored could ever be expected to
marry or have a family.
All of this occurred before she was 15
years old.
Against such odds, Le Ly Hayslip con
tinued her struggle through her war-torn coun
try and eventually married an American civil
ian.
ihey settled in San Diego in 1970 where .
she now chairs the East Meets West Founda
tion, a non profit humanitarian foundation.
In her talk, "New Perspectives on Viet
nam," Le Ly Hayslip chooses to take no sides
and place no blame Her purpose, she says, is
to examine the human aspect of war and the
price that all players play.
Her talk will be followed by a reception
and a book signing.
In addition to the 8PM program, Ms.
Hayslip will address area high school stu
dents earlier in the day, at 10AM in the Quick
Center.
'Ihe lecture series is being sponsored by
a grant from Fairfield University's Humanities Institute, established in 1984 with funding from the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
The third and final speaker in the series
will be the award winning author and novelist, Gloria Naylor, who will speak on "Black
Women Writers" on Tuesday, November 10
at 8PM. Poet and novelist Julia Alvarez, whose
family fled theTrujillo dictatorship in the Do
mini can Republic, opened the series.
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look at the 1960 Presidential debate between JFK and Tricky Dick.
Without that debate, no way does JFK win, unless, of course, the
mafia shuts down the polls in Chicago and New York.
The best" live candidate" or live actor gains the most in the
polls, regardless of policy or ideology.
I'd love to see how well the cast from Roc would do if they
were running for office.

What great American novella starts
with the following sentence: "The
first time I saw Breath, she asked
metolioldher glasses. "? Write your
answer, submit it to Box AA, and we
guarantee well print your poem in
these pages (if'n its not too dirty,
natch)

SMARTEN UP. VOTE!
We're holding our own mock presidential election,
at the Bookstore, October 21st. Results announced
before the November 3rd election. Remember, your
vote does count. So SMARTEN UP. VOTE!

FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

ti

Remember to also
vote in the National
Election on Nov. 3rd

y
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" Fairfield Collects" Exhibit
Continues At Walsh Gallery
PR Fairfield University's
celebration of its 50th anniversary
extended into the world of the visual arts on Tuesday, September
15, when the Thomas J. Walsh Art
Gallery unveiled "Fairfield Col
lects," an exhibit of 40 works including some from private collec
tions never seen before by the
general public. The exhibit continues this month.
The university has been
marking its jubilee year with a
varied series of events including
lectures, concerts and the awarding of service medals. The gallery
is open from 11AM to 5PM and the
presentation will continue through
Oct. 31. The Fairfield Collects
exhibit will bring to the campus'
Walsh gallery 40 original artworks
including farm scenes and landscapes by Andrew Wyeth on loan
from the Forbes Magazine Collection, Albert Biersdat from a private collection and Francis A. Silva
from the Bruce Museum.
Susan M. Gregory, exhibition coordinator, commented that
the exhibit brings together a
"unique and unprecedented survey of diversified works from
public museums in the area and
from friends of the university
whose genuine desire will allow
the public to see their artworks in
tribute to Fairfield's 50th Anniver
sary."
She added that the exhibit is
limited to works on loan from
Mends of the university. "We have

succeeded in assembling a wideranging variety of artworks with
quality being the all encompassing criterion."
The exhibit will include art
representative of such well known
artists as John Singer Sargent with
his "Portrait of Dr. Wolf" but will
also feature "Moorish Courtyard,"
demonstrating his fascination with
an exotic Mediterranean location.
Maritime artist Frederick S.
Cozzens captures the spirit of the
gilded age of American high society with a yachting scene, a contrast to Thomas Eakins' " Hauling
the Seine, Shad Fishing off Gloucester."
A few unusual old master
paintings will offer a historical
perspective of European art, according to Gregory, citing a 14th
century oil by Pi euro Lorenzetti,
"St. Andrew and St. Anthony" and
a 16th century Venetian "Madonna
and Child," both on loan from the
Discovery Museum in Bridgeport.
Private collectors are also
providing the exhibition with "Sea
Grasses and Blue Seas," a watercolor and oil by modernist Milton
Avery, as well as a Who's Who of
illustrators, Howard Chandler
Christy ("The Princess," after
Tennyson), Stevan Dohanos,
("Mailman in the Rain" and "Penny
Candles," "Saturday Evening Post
covers), Norman Rockwell ("The
Future Musicians," Saturday Evening Post cover) and Harold Von
Schmidt ("Returning Troops").

The diversity of the exhibit is
also demonstrated by the works
that helped shift the art world's
attention from Paris to New York
through the American masters
including Reginald Marsh, Paul
Cadmus, Guy Pene DuBois and
Raphael Soyer. These artists found
their subjects in cafes, theatres,
and subways in New York City
and were influenced by the Ash
Can and Social Realist movements.
Gregory also said viewers
will find "a jazzy mixture some
where between Abstract Expres
siomsm and Pop Art" in the works
of Larry Rivers ("Study for Boston
Massacre," a collage with mon
taged, multiple views), Robert
Cottingham ("Rialto'), one of the
original Photo-Realists who ere
ates excitement with images of
movie marquees or a cocktail
lounge sign, and Carol Anthony
("New Mexican Meadow"), a for
mer Greenwich, Conn, resident
who now paints in Sante Fe where
she conveys her pursuit of spiri
tual, lonely places.
In addition to receiving as
sistance from private collectors,
Gregory also obtained loans from
the Barnum Museum in Bridge
port, Butler Fine Arts in New
Canaan, Houseatonic Community
College, Bridgeport, and the
Stamford Museum and Nature
Center. Gregory, who represents
several artists, is also a trustee of
the D arien Public Library where
she coordinates monthly exhibits.
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Howl
5. Cardinal
number
8. Continent
12. Genus of the
bowfin
13. Edge
14. Source of
allergies
15. Florida:
the — State
17. Upon
18. Amatory
19. Actress:
Ruth —
21. Bishopric
22. Hawaiian
royal chief
23. Public
conveyance
26. He "came
in from the
cold"
28. Growing out
31. An astringent
33. Relatives
35. Merriment
36. French
historian

38. — de deux
40. Salt, in
the lab
41. Spillover
43. Certain jack,
in cribbage
45. Employ again
47. Dry gully
51. King or Alda
52. A kind of
brooch
54. A swelling
55. Harem room
56. Dagger
57. Cravats
58. Distress call
59. Olympian
goddess
DOWN
1. Foundation
2. River in Asia
3. Drunkard
4. Endures
5. Muscle of
upper arm
6. Come in first
7. Greek letter
8. Worshipping
9. Timepieces

10. Words in an
equation
11. Solar disk
(var.)
16. Hastens
20. Corrida cheer
23. Obstacle
24. Rubber tree
25. Parasol
27. Yelp
29. Oolong
30. Moray
32. Fine silk net
34. Nourishing
fruits
37. And not
39. Service tree
42. Mexican coins
44. Skirmish
45. Rave
46. Word in
Mark 15:34
48. French river
49. River to the
North Sea
50. Great Barrier
Island
53. Jap. shrub

COMING S III NTO
BLACK ROCK
ft

!!

0'«»

A COLLEGE BAR FOR THE COLLEGE INCOME.
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buildfhg. Juft me, jbme perpetual notion
geeky and an e/ectrotftah'c generator.
W/th onV a candy machine and ivy
ca/Zin^ card for recreat/on.'

hether you're on-campus or off, even if you're
l/nar
studying abroad, the AT&T Calling Card helps
you keep in touch.
. Witwp
It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on
AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With the new AT&T
Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card
calls* And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply for another.

Get your Calling Card now and you'll get your first call
free** You'll also become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that saves
students time and money
So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Card can do an
incredible amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for
the theory of relativity

calltngCanl

Tb get an AKT Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
©WM AT&T • Pending FCC approval. Please all above 800 number for details • * You II receive one S3 AT&T LD. Certificate equivalent to U minutes of card or direct -dialed, coast-to-coast,
night and weekend oiling based on rats effective 6/8/92. You could get more or few minute depending on where or when you call. Offer limited to one certificate per student.
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Ladies Spike a Win

Intr amur al Up d ate
Chris Arena
StaffWriter
Indoor Soccer
Women
Kiflian'sRed4.
PinkLadies 0
Red dominated pink in
this affair. Amanda Blade scored
three goals and Lisa Terranova
scored another off a penalty kick.
Lori IacoveJJi played excellent on
the offensive end with three as
sists. Karen Schroeder had a great
defensive game.

other touchdown was an incredible one handed grab by Travis
Bassi. Steve Gonzales ran an interception back 50 yards for a TD.
The Puddy Division is looking like
a playoff contender, their strong
defense is looking tough to score
against.

Shrub Scouts 33, Freshmen With*
Attitudes
John Kinney threw 3
touchdown passes, 2 to Ed Constd
ine. The victory is the first ever for
the Scouts. On the defensive side,
Kevin Stange and Dave "Flash"
Flaherty had interceptions. Flash
returned his 60 yards for a TD.
Don't E\en Sliow Up 34, Sweatleaf M.C. Hammer gave Flash a " 10"
2
on his end zone dance.
Jed Artz came up with a
sack for SweatJeafs lone points,
but after that it was all downhill.
Fubar36, Bulldogs 0
Don't Even Show Up remained
Quarterback Scott
undefeated behind Andrew Torello passed for 3 touchdowns
McReynolds 3TDs and 3 inteer
and ran for one more. Mike Biz
ceptions. Joe Hearn threw a TD zario caught 2 touchdown passes
pass to Rick Zajaski and then reand Ken Borkowski caught 1 touch
turned an interception 30 yards for down passes. Ryan Fiimigan led
aTD.
the defense with two batted passes.

Men
Unified Team 2, Elephant Train 0
Elephant Train suffered
from some opening day gitters
playing in front of a capacity crowd.
Chris Hallogen played excellent in
goal in the losing effort. Team Draft 12, Cla rer Busters 6
captain Mike Talerico "guarantees
Martin Guillet threw 2
a return to the championship touchdown passes, one to John
game."
Collins, who hung on to the ball
despite pass interference, and the
Jock Straps 2, Goon Squad 1
other to Tom Gelstin with a minuAndrew McReynolds ite left in the game. John Collins
scored to break the 1-1 tie to lead used his 7 foot wings span to knock
the undefeated Straps. Mike down five passes and Mike O' DonMcHeny scored the first goal. The nelll led the defensive charge with
Straps look tough in the late stages an interception.
of the season, look out defending
champs POGROM!

PaddyDivision 28, DeadAlbnkets
8
Jeff Preston threw for
threee touchdowns and Steve
Minnick caught 2 for T.D.s. The

The Lady spikers won one of their A games this weekend in
their travels to B.C.
Despite losing a tough game to Central Connecticut, the team
gave Big East Boston College a run for their money that impressed the
B.C. coach.
The Lady Stags then came back strong to soundly defeat Farleigh Dickinson in three straight games and finally lost a heaitbreaker to
Fordham in a five game really point. A frustrating aspect of the Fordham
game was the 5 net violations Fairfield was called for.
Freshman Laura Gleason provided a key link as a middle hitter
and Nicole Arzillo played excellent as a setter.
According to co- captain Beth Tiemann, "We're hopeful for the
rest of the season."
Coach Andrea Costa was very pleased with the team's perform
ance. Apparently the team went on a little shopping spree to Quiiicy
Market in between the Central Connecticut and B.C. games. Costa joked
that this may have something to do with their improved play against B.C.
"I'm gonna have to take you shopping before every game," she
said.

Hockey Predictions

Intramural Athlete of the Week

(Continued from p. 20)

Andrew McReynolds of
Jock Straps and Don't Even Show
Up scored a goal for the win in
soccer and then threw for 3 T.D.s
while intercepting three passes.
Due to the limited space this week,
there will be no picture.
Sorry.

stingy Kirk McLean in goal, they should have no trouble staying on top.
C^lgaryi The Flames should be able to rebound from a horrific
season which saw them miss the playoffs provided top guns Joe
Nieuwendyk and Theo Fleury return to their high scoring form.
Winnipeg- The Jets have solid goaltending in Bob Essensa and
a lightly skilled defense led by Phil Housley, but a lack of scoring ability
will prevent them from challenging for the Smythe title.
Edmonton: GM Glen Sather has put together a solid core of
young players to complement veterans Bemie Nicholls and Kevin Lowe
and the Oilers appear on the upswing, poised to make their annual run at
the Cup.
Los Angeles: Bruce McNall's attempt to buy a Stanley Cup
winner seems to have fallen short, leaving the Kings short on young
talent and, without Wayne Gretzky for much of the season, short of a
playoff spot.
San Jose: The Sharks will haves much the same personnel as a
year ago, their first in the NHL, but they will surprise no one this season
and may have to struggle to reach last year's total of 17 wins.

Quote of the Week

FLAG FOOTBALL

Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer

"Howam Isupposed toget better when
no one will play with me?"
- Pete Thompson, on the fact that no one will play basketball with him.

NOW ACCEPTING
COMPETITOR'S COUPONS
During Competitior's
Business Hours

INTRODUCING THE BEST PIZZA VALUE ON CAMPUS!

DOMINO'S PIZZA

255-8823

1580 Post Road • Fairfield
Mon-Thurs. 11 a.m. -1 a. m.; Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.; Sun. 12 p.m. -1 a.m.

K

GET A LARGE
PIZZA FOR
MEDIUM PRICE
Order any large pizza and
pay for a medium.

^ BEAT
THE CLOCK
9 p.m. - Midnight
Order two medium cheese pizza and
your price is whatever the time is.
(toppings extra).
Expires 12/31/92

Expires 12/31/92

llEXl

Vakd al parucpatmg stores only Not vate) with any order
ofler Pnces may vary Customer pays sates lax where
appkcaUe Delivery areas hmaed to ensure sale drivmg
Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash value Our drivers
are^
notp
penalized
lor'^
lateaehw
dekvenes
1992 Domino's Pizza
^l*Mla
^19KDomtfx)sP,
"a

»

UlU-I'lf

Valid al participating stores only Not valid with any other
otter Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where
applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure sale drivng
OuranvrescarrylessthamS20 00 Cash value. Our drrvers
v nc4
not penakzed to*
for late cWrvenes
dekvenes l992Dom.rvjSPizza
1992Domino s Pizza
are
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Red Ruggers Battle Army
Ed Panzelia
Staff Writer
AND THE CROWD ROARED
We loaded the coached
busses at 0900 hours for our trek to
Beautiful Hudson Valley for our
highly publicized match against
the powerhouse rugby team of the
United States Military Academy.
It was a smooth ride that took us
through he hometown of the fabled
fly half, Derek Delorenzo.
We arrived at 1200 hours,
somewhat listless, nevertheless,
eager for action. It was a beautiful,
sunny day at the Academy. The air
was crisp, the leaves were turning
and there were no lines at the Porta
Potties. John DiSciullo, who is
presently faking injured reserve,
fired the A's up with an inspiring
pep talk. "These guys are coming
off a big victory in the Gulf, and
their still riding high. Even though
they're bigger, faster, and more fit,
we can still win. Do it for me
fellas."
With that the Red Ruggers took to the field, engaging the

Armed Forces. We managed to
dodge enemy fire until just before
the half. The Army employed a
weak side blitzkrieg, overcoming
Pat McDonnell, who was entrenched upon the front line. He
put forth a valiant effort and earned
a red badge of courage despite his
shortcoming.
At halftime, as we gathered around the watercooler to chat,
scrum half extrordinaire Charles
Kersten DV offered his incisive
commentary," Don't worry boys,
they may be bigger, but they're
faster, too."
We took to the field for
the second half with renewed vigor.
"I fell like a new man," said Pablo
Morale/ as he stomped onto the
pitch. Advantage went back and
forth between the two teams, one
player likened it to being on a seesaw. As veteran lock Bo Dregs
drove down the field, he inadvertently stepped on a misplaced land
mine, propelling him down the field
and into the try zone. As this
method of scoring is unprecedented
in rugby, the referee had no choice
but to award 5 points to the Red

Ruggers.
Despite an improperly
inflated rugby ball, Thomas Kra
mer VIII, King of Thebes, split the
goal posts easier than water splits
a beaver dam. Red Ruggers
emerged victorious for the first
time against the Collegiate Rugby
Champions of 1991 & 1992.
The B side game was
exciting. Neophyte scrum half
Brian McClosky sets the scene,
"There we were, there they were,
in the Congo." The B's pulled a
Jeffrey Dahmer on Army, they cut
them up into little pieces, put them
in the refrigerator and then came
back and kicked their butts again
later.
John DiSciullo offers his
commentary: "I think we won
because we had a slight downhill
grade on the field." MattWendorf
attributed the victory to his own
play and to the psychological toll
taken by his shouts " Vote Demo
crat" to the Bush supporting Army
squad. Due to recent cutbacks in
the Defense Budget, no post game
barbecue was held.

How About Some
Gridiron Action At
Fairfield?
Brian Marks
Sports Editor

What do you like to do on a gorgeous autumn Saturday after
noon? Well, most college students I asked over the long weekend
replied that they enjoy a tailgate party followed by rooting hard for their
school's football team. Yes, doesn't that sound fun? There is nothing
more fun on a cool fall Saturday than tossing on a sweatshirt, grilling
some burgers and dogs, and getting rowdy in the stands with your fellow
classmates as your football team bangs heads with their opponents.
But does our fine university who boasts division one teams in
soccer, basketball, and baseball (among others) have a football team?
No! Why not?
First of all, a football team at Fairfield would provide reason for
a great deal more school spirit. Saturday football games would certainly
bring out a number of students eager to use their weekend energy to be
Caps without a true offensive star finish.
Ron Delia
extremely vocal and root on their team. Also, weekend football games
and must rely on a strong defense,
Hartford: New coach
Staff Writer
offer another non-alcoholic alternative, which is one of this school's
led by Kevin Hatcher, to neutralize Paul Holmgrew inherits a team
biggest
concerns, and rightly so.
The National Hockey the Patrick Division's list of super beaded in the wrong direction and
If you are wondering why 1 am so concerned about this issue
stars.
must
find
a
way
to
get
increased
LEague began its 76th season last
now, it is because I have realized after witnessing alumni weekend for
New York Islanders: The production from John Cullen and
Tuesday, and the Pittsburgh Pen
the fourth time that Fairfield is missing something. It is a football team.
guins began their quest to defend Islanders had the League's third Pat Verbeek and an adequate re
Alumni come all the way back to Fairfield for Alumni Weekend, but
two consecutive Stanley Cup titles. best record over the second half of placement for goalie Peter Sidork
there is no big game like at most schools. All we offer is a rugby game.
However, for the Penguins to last season, and will compete for a iewicz, lost to Ottawa in the ex
Come on, half the alumni don't even know what a scrum is. Then, next
playoff
spot
behind
the
scoring
of
pansion
draft.
"three peat," they must keep Mario
Ottawa: GM Mel Bridge- jour parents come up for Parent's Weekend, and once again we don't
Lemieux healthy and avoid a strong Pierre Turgeon and Derek King
and a solid defense led by Jeff men wisely used the expansion [have a big game to offer. Lets face it, all of these other fall sports are
challenge from their Patrick Divi
Norton, Scott Lachance, and Rus- draft to select young players with inferior to football as far as providing excitement and big crowds
sion rivals, the New York Rang
Let's face it, Fairfield U. has an abov e adequate ioolbali iieid,
ers, desperately seeking to avoid a sian newcomer Dan us Kasparaitis. potential over veterans on their
Iplenty
of
alumni support, and although it would cost a huge sum oi
Philadelphia:
Rookie way out. but the Senator's have
53 year championship draught.
money
to
start
a football program, in the long run, it would bring in more
phenomenon
Eric
Lindros
and
Rod
glaring weaknesses throughout
Pittsburgh will be in contention
money.
Also,
our male enrollment is down, so what better way to make
Brind'Amour
will
provide
goal
their
depth
chart
with
the
excep
throughout the season, but come
Fairfield more attractive to men than by creating a football team. Hey
Many look for the Rangers to scoring punch up front, but a weak tion of Sidorkiewicz in goal.
Sacred Heart's male enrollment shot up when they began their football
team defense will keep the Flayers Nprris Division;
emerge as the Prince of Wales Con
program.
Detroit: The best core of
ference Winners and to exorcise in the Patrick Division cellar.
Furthermore, what is Fairfield going to do when all of the other
centers in the LEague (Steve
their half century of Stanley Cup Adams Division:
MAAC
schools have a team? St. Peter's, Iona, Siena, and Canisius
Montreal:
The
trade
for
Yeerman,
Sergei
Federou,
and
demons by defeating the Cambell
already have teams and there has been some talk about farming a MAAC
Conference champion Detroit Red Brian Bellows and the hiring of Jimmy Carson) will benefit from
football league.
emotional Jacques Demers as the addition of high scoring winWings in the finals.
So administration, let's work on bringing back football to
The following are team coach should keep the Habs atop ger Dino Ciccarelli, and the young
Fairfield
U (we were #2 in the northeast in 1986) so students can stop
capsules listed in the projected the Adams and poised for a long defense will be solidified by inrooting
for
Notre Dame and start rooting for the Stags.
playoff
run.
coming
veteran
Mark
Howe,
leavorder of finish within each diviPlus,
John Mitchell would have another sport to cheer for. The
Buffalo:
A
full
season
ing
the
Red
Wings
among
the
NHL
sion:
more
sports
that
require cheerleaders, the more experience Mitch will
from high scoring Pat La Fontaine elite.
Patrick Division:
get
cheering.
When
asked what he thinks about forming a football team
St. Louis: If Craig JanNew York Rangga; John will bring out the best in the Sabres
Mitch
said,
"as
long
as
I'm cheering for big Stags, I don't care what sport
ney can play to his as yet unrealUanbiesbrouck and Mike Richter other high scoring forwards., par
it
is."
ized
potential,
Brett
hull
will
con
ticularly
Dale
Hawerchuk
and
Alex
combine to give the Rangers the
Also, it may not take that long to have a strong football team
tinue his reign as the NHL's top
NHL's bestgoaltending duo, and Mogilny, but the lack of a compe
Look
at
our women's soccer team! In their first season at the Division
goal scorer and along with the
along with the leadership of Mark tent number one goalie will pre
1
level,
they
are among the MAAC leaders.
Messier and Brian Leetch, should vent Buffalo from posing a serious mobile defense, led by Jeff Brown,
Oh,
before
I forget, rumor has it that Dr. Phil "thou shall not
the Blues should stay ahead of the
carry this well balanced team back threat to Montreal.
enter
the"
Lane
has
been walking two blocks a night in preparation for
Boston:The
Bruin's
work
Blackbawks
in
a
tough
season
long
lo the top.
his
inaugural
season
in B league intramural basketball.
ethic
will
be
maintained
by
de
race.
Pittsburgh:
Mario
By
the
way,
I was wondering if my readers would like a
Chicago: With Jeremy
Lemieux, Kevin Stevens, and manding new coach Brian Sutter
swimsuit
issue
one
week
in the sport section. It would be co-ed, but
but hard work alone cannot over
K oenick up front and Chris Checompany give the Penguins un
don't
worry,
I
won't
pose.
lios and Steve Smith on defense,
equaled depth at forward, and , wit come a low scoring group of for
club, but a general lack of skil
wards that will include several the Hawks have a solid nucleus, a playoff spot.
a solid defense, should keep Pitts
players
will prevent the LightMinnesota
If
Jon
Casey
can
European
newcomers
who
will
be
but
an
overwhelming
number
of
burgh in the running for a third
counted on heavily.
aging veterans will keep Chicago return to his 1991 playoff form, the ning from any thought of conconsecutive Stanley Cup.
Quebec: The Nordiques from making a return trip to the North Stars may have a chance for a tending in the Norris Division.
New Jersey: The Devils
playoff spot, but without a superstar Smyth Division:
are extremely weak at center, but have improved drastically through Stanley Cup Finals.
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